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. FOREWORD-
,

1

This guide was developed from the aukhdr's experienCe in, bonducting
workshops on data base management for publiC school evaluators,
administrators, and*other educators. The narrative portion' ot the

guide correspbnds to the information used to describe 'this4mputer. .

application. It is not'necessarily a script! buE rather it ,

containathe type of information that has proven to be of value.to
people just learning about data base mangement sytitems. The
example discussed in the narrative 'as been generated with DB
MASTER ("Stoneware Inc., San 'Rafael, CA). A set of utility and file,
diskettes developed using DB MASTER which contain the examplps used
in this guide is available from the Research on Evaluatidn Program
for the cost of the diskettes. The DB MASTER program is needed to

use these disks. Notes on the actual use of DB MASTER are enclosed,
in parentheses. ..There are other comparable programs, and the use
of this program is not meant as an endorsement of DB MASTER.

This guide should prove valuable to an evaluator whb wishes to
learn h6w a program like DB MASTER can be used-for evaluation since ,-

it provides an indep.t. description 'of this system. The guide may
also be used as 'the b sis of a lecture/demonstration of the
capabilities of such systems. .

It is assumed that the' person Using the guide will be familiar with

the major terminology, characteristics, and operation of
microcomputer technology. A prespter should have enough
,experience with microcomputers and application programs to respond

to questions from people viewing the demonstration. A presenter
should also become familiar with DB MASTER, the program used as the
basis for this guide, or any other program to be demonstrated,
through use and reference to the program manual. _

Of course, the best way to present a,lecture/demonstration is to

P have a microcomputer system available with a large monitor so that
participants can see the actual saieens used in creating and using
the.program. Examples of the screens and printed output from the
DB MASTER program are provided with this guide for illustrative
purposes. Presenters are encouraged to develop their own data base
and Handouts from information' that will be of utmost interest to

potential participants. ! ,

The narrative and parenthetical comments in this guide are not
intended to replace the program manual, but instead to show how a
program like DB MASTEM can be used to accomplish tasks relevant to
educational evaluation. The reader is referred to the program
manual throughout this guide for a more detailed discussion of
certain concepts and procedures,



Following a brief introduction, the guide .is organized around .thiee
sets of concepts needed to understand what data bases are and how
to use them. One set of concepts concerns setting up a file.
Another set has to do with how to use a data base. The third set
focuses on generating reports from the information in a data base.
The Appendix, available as a separate document, is a series of
tutorials. which are brief descriptions of how to use the features
of DB MASTER.

f
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AN EVALUATOR'S GUIDE TO USING DB MASTER: A
MICROCOMPUTER BASED FILEMANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Keeping-track of information is one ofthe most time consuming
tasks in conducting an evaluation. "Respondent or subject lists
need to be maintained with accurate and complete data. In some
cases individuals need to be randomly selected for participation.
And, once selected their responses or scores need to be charted"
at each point in time., In addition to study participant data,
information must be kept on project personnel, timelines and
products. At various points during an evaluation, information
must be analyzed and summarized in the forin of reports.

Currently, most of the information just described is recorded and
stored in paper filing systems. A similar microcomputer based
system may be thought of as an electronic filing systeM as
illustrated in Handout 1. Like a paper filing system, an
electronic fi4Xing system consists of a consistent set of
records. Each record is a completed form and on each page of the
form.there is specific information. The items of information on
the page are called fields. For example, the first page of a
student. data base might have fields which contain an
identification number, the student's last name, first name, and
middle initial, the student's grade, teacher, and school,.sex and
racial data, and any other demographic information needed. The
second page of a student data base may have a set of test scores
over a number of years. The third page may have parent
information such as parents'_names, work and home addresses and
so forth. Together, the completed pages of this form make up one
student record, and all of the student records created using this
form constitute the file.

TrUe data base management programs allow one to gain access to
many different files at once so that information from each file
may be,used, for example, to generate a particular report. Files ,
for any one subject might include; an address file, a demographic
data file, a test score file, and a notes and comments file. At
different times information from one or more files may be desired
either in isolation or various combinations for purposes of
review or reporting.

A program like DB MASTER (Stoneware, Inc., San Rafael, CA), the
one used for illustrative purposes in this guide, ih more
appropria.tely called a file management system since it can only
work with one set o information or file at a time. However,
unlike some file nagepent systems which limit the number of
fields in any one file to 25 or fewer, DB MASTER allows files to
have up to 100 fields with a total of 1020 characters per
record. It also provides a way .to divide the file into sub-files
so that 4ne,does not have to work with all 100 fields at' ne
time. This feature will be described during the discussion of
short forms. It provides DB- MASTER with the ability to emulate a
true data base management system.
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The following" are the general characteristics of database
management programs.

Function: Facilitates the storage, manipulation, and
reporting of information

a

Advantages: Handles many kinds of information
Verrflexible - can be used to create many

different files (e.g., student records,
personnel records°, equipment inventories)

Easy to maintain information by editing,
deleting, updating, sorting, and indexing

\44
records

Can be used to retrieve ,information about
individual records or about groups of
records meeting certain criteria and
generate reports for specific purposes

g-

Disadvantages: Requires considerable time to set up
Requires time to learn the operation of the
more complex programs

Limited statistical analysis
Requires trained personnel to maintain the
,data base

May limit the kinds and formats of reports
\

`sectionsthe following sections of this report, the features of
DB MASTER are explored to illustrate the capabilities of file
management programa The narrative portion of the text describes
the general features of this computer application. The
parenthical comments describe the actual' operation Of the DB
MASTER program. A student file for a Chapter 1 program provides
the context of the example used in this report. A set of
diskettes containing the file and utility disks for this example
is available from the Research on. EvaluitioniProgram for the cost
of the disks. The DB MASTER program is needed to use, these
disks. The process begins with setting up a file.



Setting up a File.

As noted in the above list of characteristics, data. bases require

considerable time and effort to set up:and maintain. A
systematic planning process can faCilitate both the initial

17'development of a data base and its day-to-day use. In this
section, a'five-step process for developing a data base is

briefly discussed. This is followed by a description of the
actual procedures used to set up a file/system using the DB

MASTER program.

Planning a File Structure

There is a considerable amount of plannihg that has to be done so

that (1) the creation of a file can be accomplished in an

efficient manner and (2) the file will have ximum utility.

These steps may be used to guide the develo nt of a file*:

1. Determine your goals. Beclear.about what you want to
accomplish with the file.

2. Specify the data needed. Sketch the types of reports

you expect from the file. Develop '.a liSt of needed

fields. Consider the requirements of each' field.

3. 'Setup the file. Enter the file as you have designed

it. Enter some sample cases. Practice working with the

data base.

4. Design the reports. Refine the sketches of reports.

Enter report formats. Practice generating various

reports.

5. Revise. Learning from your initial mistakes; start over
with an improved design. ,Repeat as necessary.

6. Pilot test. Use the file with real data for a period of

time. Manually confirm that the results are correct.

Plan on revising again.

The following'discussionconcern6 step one, determining goals and

step two, specifying data needed. The bulk of this guide

concerns the content of steps three and four, that is,,setting up

and practice manipulating a database (3) and generating

reports (4). Based on the experience gained in these steps one

can plan the revision and pilot testing of a data base, steps

five and six of the 'above process. The terms file and data base

are used synonymously in this guide.

A

*.From Deck, D. Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center, NWREL,
1983.
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Determine goals. In order to match requirements with the..'
capabilities of a given data base management system, it is -

important to start with a set of goals for the use of the

system. A good way to determine goals is to analyze the
characteristics of the filing system that is to be transfered to
a microcoMputeror,.if such a system does not yet exist, the

characteristics'of a comparable file. These characteristics
include (1) the desired size of the data ba'se (i.e., the total'
number of records anticipated and, approximately,'how much
information will be in each record) and (2) the anticipated uses
of the system (e.g., daily updates and inquires, monthly
reports). This information will help determine in g neral how.
complex and powerful a system is needed.

A data base with a small number of records (approXima ely 100-500

records) each with just a few fields (15 or fewer) whi h are
accessed occasionally would indicate the need for a simple
systemi such as pfs: FILE (Software Publishing Corp., Mt. View,

CA): These are relatively simple file management systems. A
modest size data base with 500 to 1,000 records, to be used
periodically 'to 06 some more,sophisticated manipulations and
reporting suggests a system such as DB MASTER (Stoneware, Inc.,

San Rafael, CA). A-very compex data base made up of 'thousands of
records and numerous files with demanding reporting requirements
would need the powet and flexibility of dBase II (Ashton-T
Culver City, CA). These are sophisticated relational.dati
baSes. After completing the next s eps one mould be ready to sit

Ifdown and try out the data baSe(s) ich seem appropriate to the

task.

4? Specify the data needed. Using examples of previous, reports and
forms, from other similar data bases one can identify the specific

fields needed and their requirements. Fields are the discrete-

pj.eces of inforniation that appear on each line of a form. Fields

may have such titles as NAME, ADDRESS, OCCUPATION, or RESPONSE TO

ITEM 1. The requirements for each field includes its nature and

length. The nature of a field refers to the type of information
in the field. For example, with DB MASTER the following types of
fields are allowed:

A number alone
A combination of letters and numbers, or symbols (alpha-

numeric)
Dollar amounts
Social security number
Telephone number
Yes/no response
Date

Program Efficiency. The efficiency of a program depends on the

way it stores and retrieves information. For example, a good
program will"take into account the special arrangement of social

515



security numbers, telephone numbers and dates so that these will
be stored as numbers and yet appear on the'screen'in their,
typical format.

The length of each field and the total length of each record will
determine how many records can be stored on a diskette and how
quickly records canbe retrieved. Therefore, a field's length

should be carefully determined. DB MASTER limits the size of any
given field to 30 character, but from 3 to 255 consecutive
recurrences of a character, such as a blank, are stored in only
two or three bytes. In this Wel, space for information of
undetermined length is provided in a relatively efficient manner.

Specifying fields and their characteristics. The DB MASTER
manual provides the screen layout form which apprears in
Figure 1. At the top of this form is a grid which represents a
screen page. The minimum and maximum lengths associated with
each field type appear at the bottom of the form. A form like
this should be used.to specify the fields of a proposed data base.

*(At this point it is useful to Move to the computer and get
ready to actually set up a data base. 'Insert the program
diskette into drive 1 and start the system. Following the
directions which-appear on the screen go through the steps needed
to get to the screen which gives you the choiCe of INSERTing a
UTILITY DISK from a previously developed file or PRESSing ESCape
to CREATE A NEW FILE. Along the way describe the hardware
configuration to be used in the demonstration, e.g..,
Apple II Plus computer with 64K of RAM, two 5 1/4" disk drives,

monitor, printer. Note that the DB MASTER program needs at least
48K of Ram, two or more disk drives are helpful, and it is
preferable to have a printer. To demonstrate how to set up a
file press 'ESC', ENTER TODAY'S DATE, and press RETURN.)

Setting up a File

DB MASTER is unusual in that the first step in setting up a file
is to assign passwords.

Passwords. The first step in setting up a DB MASTER file is to
specify whether or not to assign passwords to protect the
information in tge file. There are three levels of passwords.
The lowest level restricts a person to just reading the data in
the file and, if one so chooses, some of the fields are hidden
from the view of a person with this pass word. The second level

allows the normal usf of the data base which includes reading all
of the fields, entering data, deleting records, and so on. The

highest level allows one to change the other passwords. The

availability of passwords is especially beneficial if the file
contains confidential information such as personnel records.

*The material in parentheses are notes to those readers who will
be using DB MASTER to follow the example.

I

16
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Figure 1

D B MASTER SCREEN FORM LAYOUT SHEET,*

4 2 3 6666 NH 0 13 44 41 16 17 46 N 10 24 22 23 14 21 26 27 26 2, 30 34 22 33 34 32 34, 37 3$ 31 40

LAST IJAME,kmag__
I RSTF

,11 ...ow mi. =mi. 11

CUSTOMER HUMISEI° Lt11,
PHONE -
El RTHDAY

I
A 4E.L....A.

NANE PAGE/ 2*

EACH FIELD HAS 2 LENGTHS ASSOCIATED WITH IT: 1. OF CHARACTERS IN FIELD
2. MAX. # OF SPACES IT CAN OCCUPY ON SCREEN. INCLUDING $ (t'/N). ETC.

USE 2ND (GREATER) LENGTH IN DESIGNING YOUR FORM ABOVE. NOTE 1ST (SHORTER)
FIGURE AT EACH FIELD TO REMIND YOU OF LENGTH TO ENTER INTO COMPUTER.

TO DETERMINE 2ND LENGTH. USE THE FOLLOWING RULES:

FIELD TYPE TO ADD MINIMUM MAXIMUM
TO 1ST LEN. 2ND LENGTH 2ND LENGTH

ALPHANUMERK 3 4 33
0 - 255 3 4 6
+ / 32767 3 4 9_
FLOATING POINT 3 4 11
DOLLAR /CENTS 4 8 15
YES / NO 2ND LENGTH al 9
SOCIAL SECURITY . 2ND LENGTH Is 14
TELEPHONE HUMMER 2ND LENGTH 1m 15
DATE 6 AUTO DATE 2ND LENGTH NI 11

DO NOT USE UNES 1. 23 OR 24. DO NOT GO BEYOND CHARACTER POSITION #39.

*From DB MASTER Program Manual,
Stoneware, Inc., San Rafael, CA



(For,the purposes of this demonStration, the presenter should

indicate N (no) passwords and press RETURN. The program will ask

for the MASTER PASSWORD so that passwords can be added at a later

date. Enter a word such as DEMO or the name of the file you are
creating for the master password and press RETURN. Once this

step is completed, a screen like the one in Figure 2 will appear;

press RETURN to get to the file creation screen.)

"'Creating a file. With DB MASTER a file is created by designing

the pages of the form foreach record. Figure 2 shows that

development is guided by'a screen which has the rows and columns

numbered for easy reference. At the bottom of this screen the

various field types are listed for easy reference as each field

is described. (Presenter should just mentiqn each field type

here. The specific dharacteristics will be demoAstrated

shortly.)

The first step in creating a file with-DB MASTER is to decide how

the file is to be organized; that is, what the primary key is to

be. The primary key has the same relationship to a data base

that a main entry card catalog has to a library. The "records"

in the library are organzed by some shelf Iodation code. This

code consists of an indicator for the subject area, a code for

author's last name, the publication date, a title code, the copy

number, and so forth, until-that ".record".ft uniquely identified;

Similarly, the primary key is a itstftelling the program where to

find each record in a data.base. It may be as simple as a Social

Security number or it may be more complex and, for exaimple,

consist of last name, firstramP, and birth date. The major

characteristic of the primary key,is that it uniquely identifies-.

each record!

It is often the case that records are not entered in primary key

order. For example, the students in grade one may be entered

after. the students in grade five even though their identification

numbers come earlier in the sequence. The primary key is used by

the iarogram to find each record. The shorter the key the quicker

the program will be able to operate. Of course, there are many

ways to organize the records in a data base. In fact, they may

be sorted according to Any of the fields in a record. These

other organizations are called secondary keys and are very

helpful if the user wishes to review a group of records organized

in a particular way, say, by zip code in alphabetical order by

parent's last name.

(Choose a numeric field for the first field of'the file. This

will allow you to illustrate the use of a unique number as a

primary key and to illustrate the three types of numbers that DB

MASTER allows. Call this field STUDENT ID. Indicate that it

will be.a mediuffi sized number, +/- 3.2767, choice 2. Place it in

VERTical row 3 and HORIZontal column 4. Indicate that the

MAXimum,LENGTH is 4. Finally, since this number will be unique

to each record it will not have a DEFAULT value, just press

RETURN to indicate no default. At this point 'the program will

8
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Figure 2

YOU CREATE A FILE BY DESIGNING ITS FORM. *
Place the fields you wont wherever you wont them on your screen:

USE NESE SCALES TO(Nook
1111 HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
POSITIONS FOR YOUR FIELDS

YOUR FIELDS WILL APPEAR
THE SCREEN AS YOU ADO TWA,
TO THE FORM.

FILL IN THE RANKS HIRE TO
BUILD YOUR FORM.

a

D'INAWC PROMPTING (TM) PUTS
n INFORMATION YOU NEED ON
YOUR SCAM.

KEY OR RECORD LENGTH:
MAK. KEY 35 BYTES
MAIL RECORD 1020 BYTES

NOW TO MOVE ON TO THE
NW STEP.

*From DB MASTER Program Manual,
Stoneware Inc., San Rafael, CA.
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ask you if you want to ADD ANOTHER FIELD TO the primary KEY.
AnswelliN ,(no), press RETURN and procede with the'entry of the
otherlields in tOb file.)

Once the primary key has been established, the next step is to
lay out the rest of the fields An a record. These can be
numeric, alpha numeric, or special fields like yes/no, social
security, telephone, date, and so on. The fields of a record
should be organized into logical sets and may be allocated to
separate pages if necessary.

(See the "pages" shown in Figure 3 for suggestions about field
type, location, and length. Some special feature of this program
are illustrated by the fields shown on these pages. Familiarity
with this program and its manual will increase your ability to
demonstrate its special features and describe their utility to
participants.y

Figure 3

Sample Form Pages

Page 1 Special Feature

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
1

2

3 STUDENT ID!.. (NUMERIC, +/-32767, LENGTH 4,

4 Primary Key1)

5 LAST NAME .., (ALPHA, LENGTH-15)
6

7 FIRST NAME ..
8

9 .SS I

10

11 INS?(Y/N) DATE ..
12 ,
13 CURRENT SALARY $..
14 RETIREMENT$..
15 (and'so on)

10

20

(ALPHA, LENGTH-15)

(social security number)

(VERT-11, HOR 20)

(MAX LENGTH-8)
(MAX LENGTH-7)



Page 2 Special Feature

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
1

2 DOCTOR'S NAME .. (ALPHA)
LENGTH -15)'

(DEFAULT-395)3 TELEPHONE .. (395)

4

5 SPECIAL ..

6 MEDICAL ..

7 INFORMA

(and so on)

(ALPHA, may be blank)
LENGTH-25)

(ALPHA, may be blank)k-
LENGTH-25)

(ALPHA, may be blank)
LENGTH-25)

The following are features illustrated in Figure 3:

The name fields illustrate the typical alphanumeric
field.

The Social Security field shows how these numbers are
automatically formatted.

The insurance (INS?) field is a YES/NO field.

On the same line is the DATE of enrollment field
illustrating that two fields can be on one line as long
as you do-not overlap the fields and each one is given
enough room;

The current salary field illustrates the format for a'
dollar field.

The retirement (RET) field is a computed field created
by multiplying the current salary field times the
percent of salary that is contributed to the retirement
fund (e.g., 10%).

The fields on page two are related to medical
concerns. This is a simple example of the way a file
might be organized with each page pertaining to a
certain aspect of a person's record.

The area code of the telephone field is defaulted to
(395).

Three fields are allocated for SPECIAL MEDICAL
INFORMAtion. If due to lack of information there are
many blanks in these fields DB MASTER will store those
in an efficient manner so that excessive disk space is
not utilized.

11
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(After the fields on each page of the the,form have been entered

a CONT/S will indicate that the page is completed. The program.

will then give you an opportunity to seethe page as it will

appear to someone entering data or reviewing a record. If you

want to make changes on the page you must press ESCape and follow

the directions provided by, the program regarding editing. _When

all changes are made, typing 0 and pressing RETURN will allow you

to continue

At this point you may ENTER the NUMBER for SECONDARY KEY. This

*option should be.taken only if the field will be used often to

search for records. With DB MASTER secondary keys can be added

at any time. Since they slow down data entry, it is not
appropriate to indicate any at this time. .Therefore, ENTER 0,

and press RETURN). See the program manual for a detailed

discussion of secondary keys.

Now the program asks if you wish to ADD ANOTHER PAGE. Add page

two. When you are finished with this part of the demonstration

type N (no, you do not want to add another page) and press

RETURN. Give the file a name (e.g-1 DEMO), press RETURN. The

program displays page ONE, the record length and key length.

Press RETURN to see the next page. The program will now ask, if

you wish to CREATE a FILE or START OVER. It is generally not

necessary to show people the mechanical process of setting up the

utility and file disks for this program although you should have

experience doing it. Therefore, at this point press ESC to START

OVER, to continu, with the demonstration. The program asks if

you are SURE you want to START OVER. Type Y (yes) and press

RETURN. You can now start to create a new file by setting up

passwords, or press the control and C keys at the same time to

return to the beginning of the program. Press CTRL/C.)

Using a Data Base

The file shown in Handout 2 is the one to be used with the rest

of this demonstration. It is called STUDENT DB. It has 39

RECORDS. Each record is 222 characters long. Due to the ability

of the program to efficiently use disk storage space the primary

key takes up two bytes of, memory even though it is a 4 character

integer. These are 33 fields in each record. Their names,

whether they are part of the primary or secondary key, if they

are read protected and the field type and length are all part of
-

the file description printed in Handout 2.

(Pressing CTRL/C returns you to the title page of the program.

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE. The screen in view should be the

screen which gives you a choice of either inserting a Utility

Disk to use an already existing file or pressing ESC to create a

file. This time insert the utility disk for STUDENT DB or a file

you have created and press RETURN. The program will display the
Main Menu, shown in Figure 4, after you have typed in today's

date to record the day that the most current work, has been done

with the data base.)
12
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1 File Description Printout

STUDENT D 8

39 RECORDS IN FILE

REC.LEN.x=182

FIELD NAME

070182

KEY LEN.2

PRIMSEC READ FIELD
KEY KEY PROT TYPE LEN

STUDENT I D * YES NO NO INTGR 4
LAST NAME NO
FIRST NAME & IN NO
BUILDING CODE NO
GRADE NO
CLASS CODE NO
OTHER PROGRAMS NO
SEX NO
ETHNIC CODE ' NO
PART. YEAR 1 NO
PRETEST YEAR 1 NO
POSTTEST YEAR 1 NO
PART. YEAR 2 NO
PRETEST YEAR 2 'NO
POSTTEST YEAR 2 NO
PART. YEAR 3 NO
PRETEST YEAR 3 NO
POSTTEST YEAR 3 NO
PART. YEAR 4 NO
PRETEST YEAR 4 NO
POSTTEST YEAR 4 NO
PART. YEAR 5 NO
PRETEST YEAR 5 NO
POSTTEST YEAR 5 NO
tARENT LAST NAM NO
FIRST NAME(S) NO
STR/APT/PO 80X NO
CITY NO
STATE . NO
ZIP NO
TELEPHONE: NO

Handout 2

YES NO ALPHA 15
NO NO ALPHA 15
NO NO . 0-255 2
NO NO 0-255 2
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO INTGR 5
NO NO ALPHA 1
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO 0-255 1
NO 'NO NUMER 4
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO 1- NUMER 4
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO 0-255 1
NO NO NUMER 4
NO NO
NO NO
NO -NO
NO NO

NUMER 4
ALPHA 15
ALPHA 20
ALPHA 22

NO NO ALPHA 10
NO NO ALPHA 2 k

NO NO ALPHA 7
NO NO PHONE 12



Figure 4

= DB MASTER MAIN MENU =

FILE NAME: STUDENT D B

CHOOSE FROM:

(1) DISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE RECORDS

(2) ADD RECORDS

(3) LIST RECORDS TO PRINTER

(4) LOAD OR CREATE SHORT FORM

(5) SET UP OR PRINT REPORT

(6) FILE MAINTENANCE

(7) 'LOAD OR CREATE NEW FILE

(8) CLOSE FILES AND-EXIT

ENTER YOUR CHOICE (1 to 8):

Figure 4 shows the choices presented on the main menu of the DB
MASTER program. Each choice is related to a particular way that
the program can be used. The following discussion briefly
describes what each choice Means.

The-first choice (DISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE RECORDS) is the one used
most,oftem) hence its placement at.the top of the list. With
this choice the file is entered and records can be examined one
by one, or in predefined groups. Once the record or records to
be displayed have been found, one can (1) change them if a
student has moved from one school to another, (2) update ,them
when next year's scores come in, or (3) delete the record if a
student moves from the district.

ADD RECORDS, t ond choice, is also used often. Once a file
has been created each time a new record is to be included,
number 2 is chosen.

There may be occasions when a complete printout of each record is
desired: Choice 3 sends a whole file or selected RECORDS TO a
PRINTER. This might be used to provide printed copies of records
for students' cumulative folders, or simply as a backup in case
of problems with a compdter or the program.

. r

t
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A SHORT FORM is a portion of a completerecord.' For example., it
may be that 'only new reading scores are to, be added or parent
address information is to be edited. Instead of sorting through
the entire record'of each student to find thepart needed, a
short tom is created which displays only the part of the record
of interest. Anything can be done with that part of the record

--"\--that can be done with the whole record (e.g., display, edit,
delete, add, liSt to printer).

Simply listing the records to the printer' dries not provide a very
wadable report. And there is no fleXibility in the way the
,recor.ds are printed, except if a short form is used to identify
just a part of the record to be printed. A good data base
program will help to SET UP OR PRINT 'a REPORT by gibing control
over the way records are selected and sorted, and the way
particular fields in a record are included in a report. It may
even allow for the creation of new fields which are computed
using existing fields, and for summary statistics relative to
various fields.

FILE MAINTENANCE concerns the technical aspects of making backup
copies of a fire, and other housekeeping tasks. TwO special
features of DB MASTER which sare accessed using the file
maintenance module are the reblocking and long code description
options. Reblocking rebrganizes data to efficiently use disk
storage epace, and it can be used to make backup copies. Long

code descriptions may be used to develop percentile to Normal
Curve EqUivalents (NCE)' conversion tables or to assign,, names to
coded information such as school building codes.

With the DB MASTER program, only one file can be used at a time.
Therefore, if you wish to change files or to develop .a new file,
you make choice number 7 (i.e., LOAD on CREATE NEW FILEY.

Number 8 is important because it allows the program to turn
itself off rather than stopping in the middle of. something and
take out the disks. Allowing the program to CLOSE THE FILE AND
EXIT, gives it a chance to insure that everything is done
properly.

(

(These menu items need not be described in full detail, but the
presenter should be familiar enough with them to answer general
questions. File maintenance is the only substantive item not'
discussed directly in the remainder of this guide. "Load or
create.new files" has already been extensively discussed, and
"close,files and exit" is adequately covered in the brief
description, just provided. Presenters should becOme quite
familiar with the File Maintenance, option, since it contains
important features such as reblocking files to conserve disk
space and; to make backup copies and the specification of long
code descriptiond. The topic of long code desCriptiOnd is
discussed under "reporting" in the--body of this guide and under
"speeding data'entry" in the Appendix.)

15



Display/Edit/Delete Records

(To select Aenu item number 1, type 1, press RETURN. You will
have to insert.the FILE DISKETTE into the disk drive specified by
the program so that it can retrieve the record(s) you wish.tO
display, edit, or delete.)

Selecting the first option on the menu, DISPLAY/EDIT /DELETE
z/ZCORDS, provides the opportunity to review and change records
ic6 already exist:. After selecting the firitoption, a blank

version of the first page:of the record is displayed.
1

(The first screen contains. a lot of infortation. At the top left
is .the name,of the file. At they top right is the number of the
page in the record that is displayed. In the middle are the
fields on that page.- At the bottod.are.the various display,
edit, delete options. Press CTRL/F to enter the Search mode.)

Searching for records. The symbols on the first line at, the
bottom of the Search Screen represent the various search
Criteria. That is, there are several sTys to locate an
individual record or particular group oCrecords. The choices
are: range,AA RNG, anything included.betweena set of letters
or numbers; Nidld card, *WLD CD, anything that. begins with a

.eparticular letter or number or combinations of letters or
numbers; "includes, ()INCL, anything that includes, not'just
begins with, a, particular letter or number combinations of
letters or numbers; any character, ?ANY, anything that has all of
the other specified characters, and any character, in the'position
replaced by the V?N RYAN; relationals, < =,).< > ,)
anything related as shown to a particular character, number; or,
letter.

When searches of different fields are combined, they will
typically be considered a0 AND searches, that is, both
characteristics have to'be present for a record to be selected.
You may also request an OR search. In this case, the program
will find alternative records given the'OR criteria.

The last search option is a totals search; CTRL/Total. With the
totals search, instead of showing4he records, the program will -

clear the screen and display a running summary. As the records
are found which match the criteria, the display will show the
Count, Sum, Average, and Standard Deviation for the field
"marked" with the Control/T. If, the:field is non-numeric, only
the Count will be displayed.

(See the DB MASTER manual and the Appendix for more details
concerning search criteria.)

Range search example. One search option that is very useful is
the one used to find records within a certain range. 'The range
is chosen by moving the cursor to the field that contains the

"16
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Search Screen

D IYMASTER MAKES IT EASY TO SEARCH FOR RECORDS! *
Just enter the Information to search for on your form:

THE 'WILD CARD" SAYS TO
IGNORE THE REST OF THE FIELD.
ONLY MATOION THE BEGINNING
CHARACTERS.

THE -INCLUDES- SEARCH LOOKS
FOR THE CHARACTERS YOU ENTER
ANYWHERE WITHIN THE FIELD.
(T)CEXAMPWWILL mu MAPLE
GUN. GLENDALE OR SOUTH GLEN
JUNCTION.).

. MITER CONTROL/F (FOR FIND)
CAN SEARCH FOR A RANGE TO SEWN YOUR SEARCH. OR

OFALPHItISETIC OK NUALERK CONTROL/0 (FOR OR):TO
VALUES. SEA CH FORMIONFOIV4i10;1

ON THIS FORM MR" THE DATA TO
E ENTERED ON ADDITIONAL FORMS..

*irom DB MASTER ProgreM MandaL,'
:stoneware' Xna,., san Rafael,

THE SEARCH mew GO ow
. THE TWO PERIODS AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH FIELD. ANY
OTHER CHARACTERS WILL SKIP
TO THE UNDERUMED PORTION
OF THE FIELD.

QUESTION MARKS IN PUCE
or turns IF You ARE UNSURE OF,
THE PROPER SPELLING FOR A
narrscotnans,
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information most important'for that search. This might be last

name, building code, parent's zip code, or whatever fact about

the student is motivating the search.

(For the purposes of demonstration, simply request that the

program find the-students with ID numbers ranging from 200 to

210.

Typein A A over the periods in the Student ID it field, where the

cursor is flashing. At the bottom of the screen this will appear:
ENTER' MINIMUM VALUE FOR RANGE = .

: Type in 200, press RETURN. Then type in 210 after the word
MAXimum which also appears at the bottom of the screen.

You may now select another search
CTRL /Find. The program will find
record to record in this range by
get to record 206. 'At this point
record.)

option, 'but instead, press

record number 201. Move from
pressing Control/N until you
distribute Handout 3, student

On the screen is the first page of a record 206 in the STUDENT

DB file. It includes student demographieinformation (e.g.,

ID #, Name, Building Code). With the DB MASTER program, it is

possible to set up records on a page-by-page basis.

(Display the record page by page by pressing RETURN.)

Page two of the record has participation any test data organized

so that a student's history can be reviewed easily. By using the

totals search option in relation to participation, one can_d

quickly get a summary of participation.

Page two also pgpvides room-for listing pre and posttest scores.

With DB MASTER it is possible to enter Normal Curve Equivalent'

Scores (NCEs) in the student record, and-then_have the program

convert them to percentile scores when it comes time to print a

report by using the long'code description option,in the file

maintenance module.

As many program years as desired can be included in a record.

Prdgram years are given numbers rather than dates, so that old

records can be purged and new ones inserted without having to

change the field names. When a report is created, data can be

labeled to specify calendar years corresponding to particular

program years.

Once the correct .'cord and page have been found, there are a

number of options; namely, edit, printr'return to the main

menu. The print option4gas used to produce the record shown at

topf,jof Handoutj3.

4
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Student Record Printouts

Entire Record

STUDENT I D * - 206
LAST NAME - GRANT
FIRST NAME & INITIAL - JAMES
BUILDING CODE - 2
GRADE --4
CLASS CODE - 4
OTHER PROGRAMS - 4
SEX - M
ETHNIC CODE - 1
PART. YEAR 1 - 1
PRETEST YEAR 1 - 18.9
POSTTEST YEAR 1 - 21.8
PART. YEAR 2 - 1
PRETEST YEAR 2,- 17.3
POSTTEST YEAR 2 - 20.4
PART. YEAR 3 -
PRETEST- YEAR 3 -
POSTTEST YEAR 3 -
PART. YEAR 4 -
PRETEST YEAR-4 -
POSTTEST YEAR 4 -
PART. YEAR 5 -
PRETEST YEAR 5 -
POSTTEST YEAR 5 -
PARENT LAST NAME - GRANT
FIRST NAME(S) - SUSAN
STR/APT/PO BOX - 2628 NE WASHINGTON AVE
CITY - CENTENNIAL
STATE - OR
ZIP - 94733
TELEPHONE: - 619-223-2567

Short Form

STUDENT I D * 7 206
BUILDING CODE - 2
GRADE - 4
PART. YEAR 1 - 1
PRETEST YEAR 1 - 18*9
POSTTEST YEAR 1 - 21.8
PART. YEAR .2 - 1

4RETurrlYEAR
2- 17.3

OSTTEST YEAR 2 - 20.4

Handout 3

19
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se (By pressing the escape key (Esc), the EDIT mode is selected.
The screen will change so that at the top left the edit function

is noted.)

Editing and deleting records. This program offers some quick

ways to edit records. For example, if a student has now moved to

the fourth grade, by simply pressing CTRL/I (for increment), 1 is

added to the value in the grade field.

A ,record can also be deleted at this point by pressing CTRL/D.

(Don't do it!)

Pressing CTRL/S saves the editing change. Pressing CTRL/V voids

the editing change.

(Press('CTRL/V and void the edit. The program returns- to the

generic display. From there it is possible to print the new

record, find another record, or call up the main menu. Press

CTRL/C to'return to the main menu.)

Add Records
.14

In m%t cases, new records are continually added to a file, even

as'others are deleted. Selecting choice 2 on the main menu

activates the ADD RECORDS mode.

(Enter 2 and press RETURN.)

When entering this mode, a choice is given of either printing or

not printing the new record. If entering a number of new

records, it slows things down to have each one printed'. Remember

that choice number 3 on the main menu is LIST RECORDS TO

PRINTER. This option can be used to print all new records once

they have been entered.

(Type NO to PRINT RECORD, and press RETURN.)

When starting to add records, the first page of the last record

entered will be displayed along with the date when the last entry

was made. At the bottom, three choices are given, namely, adding

records, changing defaults, or returning to the main menu.

(Choose CHANGE DEFAULTS ADD RECORDS 4 pressing ESCAPE. Type Yes

for LAST RECORD DEFAULT MODE?)

Time can be saved when entering records by having those fields

that will always have the same information completed when the

data base is created. Default values set when the file is

created are permanent. However, values can be changed by simple

typing inthe appropriate value for a given record. Temporary

default values are used to enter a group of records that all have

the same information in some fields.

20
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The choile CHANGE DEFAULTS? sets temporary defaults. They are
temporary because they can be reset for the next group of
records. For example, when entering all of the'fourbigrade
Chapter 1 math students, in building 107, in class 8, temporary"
values can be set so that there is no need to enter thlse values
for each student. When the next group is added, e.g., 9,

this value can be changed.

(Add a new person to the file. You can later delete the entry.
A tutorial on temporary defaults is included in the Appendix
under the section on Speeding'Data Entry. Also, see the program,
manual for a discussion of the reasons for using the last record
default mode. Press CTRL/C to get back to the main menu.)

Short Form

The short form, like setting temporary defaults, is a way*to
speed up the adding of records. This is choice number 4 on the
main menu.

(Enter choice number 4. Press RETURN.
Enter N to CREATE NEW FORK and press RETURN. Put the program
diskette into drive one. The following will appear on the screen:

LOAD SHORT FORM

0 NORMAL FORM
'1 DATA ENT. YR 1-2
2 STUDENT INFO )

For example, after finishing the first year of a program, it is
time to enter data from the second year. It is likely that parts
of students' records, such as grade, will need to be brought up
to date. There also might be new ipformation to be added, such
as participation and test scores. tt would be time-consuming to
have to wade through all of the information on the student
demographics, participation and test score pages, just to add one
year's worth of information. The quick solution is to create ,a
Short Form which has just the fields needed.

(To demonstrate the use of a short form to add records, ENTER
YOUR CHOICE: 2, and press RETURN)

When the choice of short form is entered, the program returns to
the main menu. This means that it is now possible to display,
edit, delete, or add records using just the fields of the short
form. For example, to add records using the short forms one
would choose option 2.
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(Enter 2, press RETURN. Enter N, press RETURN so that new
records are not printed. Handout 3 contains an example of a

short form from student #206. The screen will display the short
form of the last student added to ,the data base as is the case
when adding records with the normal form.)

Each short form must include the primary key for the file, so
that individuals can be identified. In the case of this file, it

is the Student ID #. All of the other fields can change from one

year to the next. As when adding information to the full record,
temporary default values cam be created to enter all students in

building 3, grade 1, class 3.

BIrtying each short form to-the primary key, DB MASTER is able to

emulate a hierarchical data base. Each short form can be thought

of as a separate "file" as in a true data base. By using the

short forms, one can just work with the "studeht information"
file, the "Data Entry for Year 1-2" file, and so on for data

entry, file maintenance, and reporting. Each short form must-,

have the primary key on it so that the program knowi which larger

record the information is associated with. In this way,

sub-parts of the larger file can be called up using the short
fora mode, and the sub-file can be called up together to display

all of the information about one record.- The DB MASTER manual

has a thorough discuion of how to set up a file to emulate a

true data base.

The increment command (CONTROL/I) can be used to add records if

ID # default value is set at the first record to be added. Using

the change default value option for ID # and the other standard

data for this set of students, most of the data entry for

updating these records can be eliminated.

(Press ESC to CHANGE DEFAULTS and indicate Y to the question,

LAST RECORD DEFAULT MODE? The last record entered will appear on

the screen. The'values in this record can be used or a new set

of defaults can be specified. For example, if a new set of first

graders are to be entered into the data base, enter 500 for

Student ID II, a lagt name and first name, 5 for Building Code, 1

for Grade, 103 for other program, M or - -F for sex, and 1-5 for

ethnic code.

Press CTRL/A and that record will be added and a new form with

the default values will appear. Increment the ID I by pressing
CTRL/I so that it becomes 501 and then enter new data as before
skipping all of the defaulted values'by simply pressing RETURN.

You may want to 0 back to the normal record at this point, to

show people that the new data are in fact included in the whole

record. To do that (1) press CTRL/C to return to main menu, (2)

then, select 4, LOAD OR CREATE SHORT FORM, and (3) select 0 Normal

Form. Then choose number 1 from the main menu and press RETURN.
Find the record with ID #500. This record with theanew data will

then be displayed.)
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List Records to Printer

Printing out records, choice number 3, results in the printout
shown in Handout 3. When this option is chosen, the program asks
for the same search criteria as when displaying records. This
type of "hard copy" is acceptable for informal purposes, but it
is not very easy to read, and the record is not organized as well
as it could b4. That is the function of the report mode, which
is described next.

Generating, Reports

Setting up sample reports which typify the kinds of reports that
you wish to produce with your data base is the next development
step. There are four aspects of a report that must be
considered, namelyr,the page format, the data format, the select
format, and the sort format. Handout 4 shows these four
sub-formats and their related feAtures.

The REPORT LAYOUT FORM shown in Handout 5-contains all of the -

information needed to develop the report used as an example in
the following discussion. It.is important to use the REPORT
LAYOUT FORM since report generation is a time consuming and
tedious job, especially if you have to start over again and again
as a result of careless mistakes. At the top left of the REPORT
LAYOUT FORM are ,listed the

REPORT TITLE: 82-83 IMPACT
FILE NAME: STUDENT D B
DATA FORMAT: '82-83 IMPACT

PAGE FORMAT: MEW 82-83 IMPACT
(1) STANDARD.

The report title, page format and data format all have the same
name so that they may easily be identified as belonging together.

(The first step in preparing a report is to select main menu item
5, SET UP OR PRINT REPORT. Enter 5, press RETURN. The screen
shows the following: CREATE A NEW REPORT?(Y/N). If a report has
already been created that you want to use, you would answer No.
For example, if you simp1y want to print a,copy of the 82-83
IMPACT report. If.this is your choice enter. N, press RETURN.
See the section on printing reports for further instructions.

If you wish to try your hand at creating a report, type Y and
press RETURN. Use the REPORT-LAYOUT FORM, Handout 5, and the

. following discussion as 0 guide to your work. A blank copy of
the REPORT LAYOUT FORM is included at the end of the Appendix.)
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PAGE FORMAT

page
numbering
report dating
lines/page
continuous/
single sheet
lines between
records

labels

Handout 4

Report Sub-Formats Overview

DATA FORMAT

ent liners
column titles
computed fields
data fields
comment fields
horizontal sub-
& grand totals
record numbering
code fields
report width

24

SORT FORMAT

sort fields
subtotal
break fields
page break
fields
(column
totals)

34

SELECT FORMAT

record
chacteristics
(range,

includes,
starts with,
relationals,
AND / OR
conditions)
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Page Format

. The screen displays the first of four sub-formats: PAGE FORMAT.

(The options under the page format are as follows:

= CHOOSE PAGE FORMAT

1 STANDARD PAGE
2 SCREEN REPORT
82-83 IMPACT)

The STANDARD PAGE, like all of the other master report
sub-formats, is the one automatically put there by the program.
To tailor the page to meet the needs of a particular report one

has to create a new format. Formats are saved.forplater use,
therefore, one could choose a previously developed format for a
new report.

(If you wished to use a previously developed format you would

enter. its number from the list and press RETURN. Then you would

be given the phoide to: PRINT THIS FORMAT, REPLACE THIS FORMAT,
CHOOSE ANOTHER FORMAT, or, MOVE ON TO NEXT FORMAT. Pfinting the

format would result in a summary like the1ones shown in:,

Handout 6. Replacing a format is the only way to remove it from
the list. Choosing another format takes you back to the, format

list. The move on option allows you to include this sub-format

in a larger report format and to go to.the next sub-format type.

Since we do not want to use an already existing format, enter%
and press RETURN to CREATE NEW FORMAT.)

There are essentially, three kinds of reports: printeereports,

screen repiorts, and labels. It is necessary to have different
report sub-formats for printed and screen reports since the size

of the printed page is typically wider than the 40-column

screen. Label formats are a special case because of their unique

layout.

(Since this is not a LABELFORMAT, type N, press RETURN,.

The screen shows a diagramof a'report page with each ofthe_
major parts set off by dashed lines,. As you create a report the
,program will show you where the information will appear through

the use of a flashing cursor as W.th the first piece of

information in the PAGE FORMAT, the DATE. Enter the page format

information described-in the next paragraph.)

The PAGE FORMAT of a printed report is shown in Handout 6. This

information is summarized at the top right side of the REPORT

LAYOUT FORM, Handout 5. The date is on'the page so that it is

clear when the report was printed. This helps to distinguish one

draft from.another. The pages of the report are to be numbered

since it is likely to be a multi-page report. Becauie the
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Page, Sort and Select Formats °-

PAGE FORMAT => 82-83 IMPACT
== = = = =

PUT DATE ON PAGE? *YES

NUMBER PAGES?. YES

SPACES BETWEEN' RECORDS = 2

PRINT LINES PER PAGE 56

TOTAL LINES PER PAGE = 66

PAUSE BETWEEN PAGES? NO

SORT FORMAT:m>b 82 -83 IMPACT

SORT # , FIELD NAME
=====a=================================

1

2
3

BUILDING CODE
GRADE:
CLASS CODE

SUBTOTAL BREAKON IiT 2 SORTS

PAGE BREAK ON 1ST 2 SORTS

SELECT FORMAT 82 -83 IMPACT'

FIELD NAME
sworn=

PRETEST YEAR 2

POSTTEST YEAR 2

Handout 6

OPERATIONAi TEST VALUE
======== mmmmm ========

GREATER TH. >O

GREATER TH >O
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entries will be r4ther short, there should be enough room between
theM:so that they are easy to read. Therefore, 2 blanks- between
records are inserted. This is the only characteristic that
differentites the 82-83 IMPACT report page format from the
STANDARD PAGE format which has only 1 blank between records.

When using continuous feed paper, the program should not pause
between pages. The standard 56 print lines and 66 total lines-
per page are indicated since we will use 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper.
This will set up each page at the'sameplace on the continuous (
paper.'

a.

(When all of the above information has been entered the program
will ask you to provide a NAME FOR THIS FORMAT. Type in IMPACT1
and press RETURN. Then the screen will show the page format for
the report as illustrated in Handout 6. If the information shown
is OK, then type Y and press RETURN. The piogram will save
format and move on to. the CHOOSE DATA FORMAT 'screen.) .

Data Format

The screen displays the second of"the'four subnfomats: DATA FORMAT

(The options under the data format are as "folloVa:

= DATA FORMAT

1, ALL FIELDS
2 62:-83 IMPACT

; -

The details Of the.rdata format for a 82-83,/MRACT repor
shown in Handout-7:. -'This printout was obtained by sele
82-83 IMPACT data fOrmat from the list and thd0Pctoosin
print option. data sub-format is to b
in a larger_r report format, one would simply type its nu
the, list, press RETURN and then move on to'the next sub

are
ting the
the
included.'
er,from
format.).

. . . .

.
,_ .

The REPORT.LAYOUT:FORM shows how the data format detains are
oganized in planning the report.

.''''--.:',.:

3
A

, ,,,

(Enter 0,'to CREATE NEW FORMAT, Press RETURN. In this way.you is,

can take people step by step through the process of se ting up
theldaia "format.) (..

. i

Report width:..'- The cursor is at the bottont.or'the screen

indicating'. a.: to specify the width of the report. Fdr a
normal:page:the report width is set at 79 characters. A screen
repottcan only te.39 characters wide and a large print:Veport --

carC6eup-tc2,,characters wide.

(since 4,79 Character wide report is correct, simply press
RETURN., .Type Y, since we WANT COMMENT LINES, and press RETURN.)
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DATA FORMAT = >.g12 -83 IMPACT

REPORT WIDTH '= 79

COMMENT LINES:
,

CENTENNIAL.
SCHOOL DISTRICT

1982-1983 CHAPTER I PROJECT, 'IMPACT SUMMARY,

COLUMN 'T I TLE LiNEs:

Ns PRE , PRETEST POSTTEST
I D * POST %' ILE NCE ILE NCE

COMPUTE FIELDS:.

C-201: 4POSTTEST YEAR 2
I '

)TEST YEAR 2

. . . DATA LINE *1. : .
F I ELD *1: STUDEIIT I p *

\\

FIELD *2 : ..g.

F I ELD *3: PART . YEAR 2

F I ELD *4: PR EST YEAR 2
...,

PRINT CO S

GA**

TAIWO LENGTHas5 .

T.A13=!2 LENGTH=2
E.

TAfist? LENGTH=3

5 LENGTHan2

FIELD445: PR
1 DI

T YEAR 2
TER DEC

F I ELD TTEST YEiAR. 2
.CODES

F FELDPV74.4 POSTTEST 'YEAR. 2
OMITS AFTER DEC .

F I ELD '448 : COMPUTED rF IELD, *1
1 D IS ITlpFTER DEC .

iandout 7

TAES=B3 ..LENGTH=4

TAB=S LENGTH=2

TAB =3 LENGTH=4

TAB=4 LENGTH=5



Comment lines. Comment lines are the titles and footqotiS '4f
.reporte -As shown in Handoutt 5 andi7i,- the commeni6e5'fqt,the

.

rati
,

illuatye report specify ..the echooldIstrictand the title'.of
this report (Handout 8). i (i-, ), ..4

lf
40

(-When a comment line goes beyt?nd 31 characters,,the,OrOgram beepS

when the 34th character is reached. You iust'press RETURN to

continue. Notice how the program shows the:,:Six characters
preceeding the 34th character so that you-dont, loose _your
place:41p order to make the name of the School dittrict left
justifieda-,78" is included at the end of theline. If this

symbol is nRt included the line will be automatically centered.

If a comment line is less than the 79 characters, allowed you must.
press RETURN until you get to the end of the allocated space
shown on the screen. The program will thed,askif 704 want to
ADD ANOTHER COMMENT LINE? Continue to add lines until yOu have
reproduced the header shown in the Handouts. Whenthejast.l.ine
is entered type N in response to the add a comment line question,

and press RETURN.

ire now given an opportunity to edit the comment lines. Read

t ctiNgh the comment lines by pressing CTRL/C to display the next

window section. If there are errors, enter the numbergof the.

line to be edited. That lineyill be erased and*you can type it

in again. When you are finished editing, or if there are no
errors enter N, press RETURN.)

The program now asks which lines go at the top of the page. The
three comment lines shown Win the Handouts go at the top of the

page. Any remaining lines w6uld'appear as footnqtes at the

bottom of the page. Typel press RETURN.J

Column titles. 'After setting up comment lines, the next question

is; DO YOU.WANt COLUMN TITLES? These are the-headings that go
over the data in the report.

(It is usually best to use abbreviated versions of field names to
identify the data: For elcample, the column titlesjn the

-' illustrative report are I D $, NOPROOST, PRATEST.*°ILE'NCE,

POSTTEST IsiILE NCE, and GAIN.) r ,

The, prOcessfor specifying column titles is the same as for
-setting up comment lines. Their exact location must be
determined beforehand to. avoid errors at the time of entry. The

REPORT LAYOUT FORM is really valuable for this purpose.

.....(Enterthe column titles as shown on the REPORT LAYOUT FORM.
%Notice that there:are two lines of titles. With this program
:titles can benine lines long which means it is spossible to do
_Vertical titles'if columns are very narrow. Even slanted

''yerticial-tities are possible. Continue to add coluMh.tiaes
until .you have reproduced -those on the layour form. .Type N and

press RETURN when you entered.;the last line-. Edit if

necesS40. The type no more edits, and 'press RETURN.)
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11-17-83

CENTENNIAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT'

Impact Summary Report Example

199 -1983 CHAPTER I PROJECT IMPACT SUMMARY
_ .

BUILDING CODES . 1 . CREST DRIVE
GRADE: 4

I D *
N: PRE-
POST

PRETEST
%' ILE NCE

POSTTEST
%' ILE NCE

111 N= 1 10 23.0 12 25.3

112 Nnz 1 14 27.2 16 29.1

115 N= 1 7 1,8.9 8 20.4

157 Nis 1 . 19 31.5 21 33.0

159 N= 11 24.2 10 23.0

'

TOTAL -S FOR -4

GAIN.

2.3

. 1.9

1.5

1.5

-1.2

5 *4.8 *0.8 6.0
AVERAGE FOR 4

1 25.0 26.2 1.2
STANDARD DEV. 4 .,d, ..-.,..t. .,,,,,,
0 4.2 4.5 ,:.;1'

T O T A L S FOR CREST DRIVE ';'-t. .-.\.

N= 11 *8.4 *2.6; .342
AVERAGE FOR CREST DRIVp4i..-

N= 1 27.1 :302' 3.1;
STANDARD DEV. CREST DRIVE A' '":"''''

N 0 5.3 6.7 3.3

Handout 8
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Computed fields. The next question is,- DO YOU'WANT 'COMPUTED
FIELDS? You can use computed'lields, for example, to calculate
students' gains from pre tO posttest. It is possible to create
computed fields as part ofa tecord; But, the decision was made
to save disk space In terms of the'total length ofeach record by
making gain scores report features. The formulh for each
computed field is included right after the,coluMn title on the
REPORT LAYOUT FORM, Handout 5, and is noted on the DATA FORMAT,
Handout 7, printout.

(TIPe Y, press RETURN to indicate that computed fields are
desired. Each field in the file Is listed on the screen as
follows:

SET UP. PRINT FIELDS

1 STUDENT ID#
2 LAST NAME

3 FIRST NAME & IN
4 BUILDING CODE

18 POSTTEST YEAR 3
19 PART. YEAR 4
20' PRETEST YEAR 4
21 POST TEST YEAR 4

Press CTRL/N to display the next page' of fields.)

Computed fields are added to a report by indicating how they will
be formed. For example, the gain scores in the report are
computed by the pretest score from year 2, field 14, being
subtracted from the posttest score from year 2, field 15. This
gain sqpre is created by entering

FIELD # (Q=CONSTANT) 15 + -

FIELD # AOki. 14 CONSTANT

* / OR A

In thiS Case no constant is used but the program allows this
optidn.

When the above information is entered the list of fields
altered to included 201 POSTTEST-PRETEST. This field is
inverse video (i.e., dark letters on a light background)
it is easily retognizable.

is

in

so that

By pressing the Control, CTRL, and N keys at the same time one
can move from screen page to screen page to see all ofthe fields
available. Notice that there are some other fields in reverse
video beside FIELD 201. They will be discussed as we continue to
create the report.)

Setting up print fields. Once any computed fields are included
in the list of available fields we can begin the actual process
of,entering the fields to be printed. This is the message that
appears on the screen.
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The screen also shows that it is possible.to switch between the

REPORT FORMAT, by pressing CTRL/D, and the FIELD LIST: we can

move from one page to the next page by pressing CTRL/N.

In order to SET UP PRINT FIELDS you need to specify the

FIELD NUMBER (0 IF DONE)
TAB ADVANCE (0-99) PRINT WIDTH .

(See Figure 6, SETTING UP PRINT FIELDS.)

The information for setting up print fields appears on the REPORT
LAYOUT FORM immediately following the computed field formula and

is summarized on the DATA FORMAT printout, in Handout 7.

(Press CTRL/D to display the windows of the report format. At

the top of the screen will appear the COLUMN TI'fLES that were

entered before. In the middle of the screen is the space'in

which DATA LINES are entered. At the bottom of the screen are

the instructions and the flaihing cursor.)

Here again, it is very important that advance planning take place

(so that information, such as the sequence of fields to be
printed, the tab advance for each field, and the print width

needed to accomodate the data in each field, are readily

available.
s

Once this basic information about each print field is entered,

the next clioice is whether or not to PRINT LONG CODE

DESCRIPTIONS? Long code description's may be used to convert

short coded information of, up to 5 characters to full

descriptions. For example, they may be Used to convert
abbreviations to their full spelling (e.g.,' CA = Ca)A.fornia), to

relate a number to a name (e.g., SCHOOL CODE: 102= Lincoln

Elementary), or to convert one number to another, for example,

Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs) to percentiles. In the report

page shown in Handout 8 the PRETEST NCE of 35,1 has been
converted automatically by the program to a %'ILE of 24. Long

code descriptions can make data entry easier and reports

clearer. Their use will be discussed shortly. A tutorial on

long cods descriptions is included under the topic, speeding data

entry inithe Appendix.

(Since long code descriptions are not required for the I D #

field, simply press RETURN.)

Next the program inquires about horizontal subtotal and grand

total fields, HORIZONTAL SUBTOTALS (0 OR 1-5). Zero (0) means no

sub-totals. The numbers 1-5 refers to the optional fields for

this purpose. They pro4ide the summation of the data in the rows

of a report just as the column subtotals and totals provide this

option for columns.
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YOUR COLUMN TITLES
WILL APPEAR HERE

A "DIAGRAM OF
ONE RECORD'S
PRINTOUT WILL
APPEAR HERE AS
YOU ADD YOUR
FIELDS.

DYNAMIC PROMPTING'
AND INPUT FORM

*From DB MASTER Program Manual,
Stoneware Inc., San Rafael, CA.

Figure 6

SETTING UP YOUR PRINT FIELDS:*

CT
O 1
L T
U L
ME
N S

U I.
AZ
TN

S
A E

FIELD NUMBER (0 It DONE)
TAB ADVANCE (0-99)21111PRINT WIDTH
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(Since no horizontal totals are desired for this field simply
press RETURN. Do the same for it OF DIGITS AFTER DECIMAL PT.
Type N in iesponse'to the question, PRINT COLUMN SUBTOTALS AND
TOTALS? Then press RETURN.)

(When all of the information about a print field has been
entered, the report format is altered to include the field. The
FIELD NUMBER prompt again appear on the screen in preparation for
entering the next field into the report format.

The next fieldkis a comment field. Comment fields are statements
that appear within the body of a report, for example, the comment
"N=" in the report page inliandout 8. This comment is intended
to clarify the meaning of the data under N:PRE-POST. In order to
insert a comment field, field 225, ADD A COMMENT, is requested.

Once the comment is entered, by specifying. the FIELD NUMBER, TAB
ADVANCE, PRINT WIDTH and the COMMENT itself, it will appear in
the field list as field 225 so that it can be used again. Up to
5 comment fields may be included'inla report format by requesting
subsequent ADD A COMMENT fields.)

Next, the field that will supply the "N" is added. This is the
participation field, number 13, PART. YEAR 2. It is entered with,*

,-no tab advances so that it will be as lose to the 14&. as ,'-

possible. And, its width is 3 so that ere- will bezenolrgh ,space"
.for'up to, 999 paticipants to be,otale t the epd*of"this
column. ,There will be no horlzontal totals, and lid decimal:".
places, but there will be%column-sub-totals and totals°.

Another way to get a total of the numbeeof cases included in a
report is to use the last two optional fields in the print fields
list. These are used to request the program to number records as
it selects them for the report. If this feature is requested,
the program will provide the subtotal and/or total number of
records included In a report.

r

(The next field in the report shown in Handout 8 is PRETEST %'ILE.
For the purpose of the report these data are long code
descriptions of PRETEST YEAR 2 data, field 14. That is, in the
report the program displays percentiles that are automatically
converted from the NCEs entered during data entry into field 14
of each record. This conversion is accomplished by setting up a
conversion table using the file maintenance option in the main
menu. There is a tutorial on long code descriptions in the .

Appendix.
t

(The percentile field in the reportis set up_as follows. FIELD
NUMBER 14 is entered along with the TAB ADVANCE of 2 and PRINT
WIDTH of 2. This will provide enough room for each value in the
body of the report and yet truncate the totals that appear atthe
bottom of the report page, shown inHandout 8 since TOTAL
percentile has no meaning. A Y is entered to indicated that we
want to PRINT LONG CODE DESCRIPTIONS. No horizontal subtotals or
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decimals are required so just press RETURN. However, column

subtotals and totals are to be printed as part of the statistical

summary of the report so answer Y to this query.)

The PRETEST NCE field is the next field to be entered in the

report. It is placed under the appropriate heading in the same

manner as the above fields except, of course, this is not a long

code description field since we want the NCEs that were

originally entered when each record was created. In addition,

this field should have space forl.digit after the decimal point

and should 011ow a width of 4 characters including the decimal

point.

The POSTTEST %'ILE and NCE fields are entered by making the same

choices as with the PRETEST fields. (See Handouts 5 and 7.)

The last field in the report goes under the GAIN column. This

field is the computed-field that was created at the start of the

report format generation process, field 201 POSTTEST-PRETEST.

(Yon should refer to the REPORT LAYOUT FORM and the DATA FORMAT

printout for the specific tab settings and widths for this field,

Once the first line of data is entered you should select 0 to
indicate that there are no more lines to be included in this

report. Then you have the opportunity to edit this line by

indicating the report field. to be changed. Notice, that each

field included in the report format is numbered. This is the

number to select, not the number from the list of fields. When

editing is completed a 0 is entered to medicate no more editing.

Then a NAME FOR DATA FORMAT is requested. Call this format

IMPACT1 and press RETURN. The program now moves on to the sort

sub-format.)

Sort Format

As you can see, from the printout in the middle of Handout 6, the

82-83 IMPACT report was sorted first by BUILDING CODE and then by

GRADE. This will give a grafle by grade summary and a building by

building summary. Class summaries could also be provided by

having CLASS CODE as the third sort field. Notice that just

above the column titles on the report shown in Handout 8 the long

code description, or the buiding name, is listed along with the

code of the building being reported in this part of the report.

(To Create a new sort format, type d and press RETURN when the,

CHOOSE SORT FORMAT SCREEN appears. You will be asked to.

ENTER SORT FIELDS IN ORDER - MAJOR
SORT FIRST. LIST OF SORT FIELDS:

As you select fields they are listed on the screen.
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Next you have to decide on which fields you want the progrgp-to
break or start over again.)

order to know when to start and stop new pages or sections of
the report, and when to calculate subtotals and totals, the
program needs to know when to BREAK. The SORT FORMAT shown in
Handout 6 indicates that both SUBTOTAL and PAGE breaks will occur
on the first 2 sort fields, that is, both sort fields in this
report.

The report in Handout 8 illustrates the effect of these sort
characteristics on a report. Page 2, the one shown in the
Handout, is the grade 4 summary page'and'the CREST DRIVE summary
page. A new page is started each time the data from a new grade
are reported. When all of the data have been reported the
program provides a. subtotal for that grade and then begins a new
page for new grade. When all of the data for an entire school
are reported the program summizes the last grade reported and
then provides the whole school subtotals, as in Handout 8. If an
entire district,Is included in a report this pattern of page

' ,breaks and subtotals will continuefor each' grade and each school
until all the data and subtotalsare reported. Then a grand
total is reported as shown in kandOut 9.

Handout.9 shows a report which consists only of the subtotals and
a grand total for ac i4trict. That is, none of the student data
for each grade are,a6oted. This report is created just before
printing. The decisqnsi to be made at that point will be
described in just Obet.n

;

(To answer the queOtion,

HOW MANY SORT FIELDS Di/YOU WANT SUB-
..., -

. ,

TOTAL BREAKS9N!(STARTIiiG WITH MAJOR
SORT FIELD)? '.t: ''

01,,,simply jkyr ,... an
included', Ifth?a

each grade =a

KETURN, so that both sort fields will be
hat-. the program will provide summaries for
T6 answer the question,

HOW MANY ciicit*:prn,i-To.**EAKs DO YOU
WANT TO ALS(SBEIOE:;]B$EKS,4STARTING
WITH MAJOR', 10tE0101P-2,

again type 2,-,ancritsFeatil 'RETURN: so that each grade's and each
school's repot't will staFt new page.

Then enter a nakke for, Viug, tcrpat, 6. g , IMPACT 1, and press
RETURN, to move on ',,tot..he,iitst. .sub-format.)

O



Summary Only With Statistics
Report Example

11-17-83
PAGE 4

CENTENNIAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT

- 1982-1983 CHAPTER I PROJECT IMPACT SUMMARY

BUILDING CODE: 2 WILLOW AVENUE

GRADE: 4
- - -

4 N:PRE- PRETEST POSTTEST

-I 0 * POST VILE NCE VILE. NCE GAIN

T 0 T A L S FOR 4
N= 6 *4.7 *0.4

T OTALSFOR WILLOW AVENUE

N =.10 *9.1 *6.4

5.7

7.3

N= 21 *7.5
GRAND TOTAL S,

*9.0 41.5

Handout 9
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Select Format.

The choice of particular records for inclusion in a report is
accomplished through the SELECT,FORMAT just as the
DISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE main menu option provided .a mechanism for
selection records from the file for the purposeb of
reviewing,changing, or,deleting them. In fact, the same
procedure is used.

(To CREATE NEW FORMAT, type 0, and press RETURN. The screen will
now display the,first page of the screen form with the five types
of select options listed at the bottom of the screen:

AA RNG is RANGE; * WLD CD is WILD CARD; ( ) INCL isMICLUDES;
? ANY is ANY CHARACTER; and 4, = , ,PF etc. are RELATIONALS.

To recreate the select format shown in Handout 6 move the cursor
to the secondpage of the form by pressing the control and N keys
at the same time. Then move down to the PRETEST YEAR 2 field on
page two by pressing return. In order to select those students
who have complete, data indicate 70 for both this field and the
POSTTEST YEAR 2 field. Since these are the only two criteria to
be used to select records, next press the control and the F keys
together to indicate you are Finished. You'are then given the
choices; RETURN to go to the NEXT PAGE, CTRL/0 to add an OR
conditional, and CONTROL/S to SAVE the CRITERIA. Press the
control andS keys together to save the criteria. Then ENTER
NAME FOR SELECT FORMAT, i.e., IMPACT1, and press RETURN.'

The screen_now shows this message:

THESE COMBINED FORMATS MAY BE STORED FOR REPEATED USE.

1

STORE FORMATS?(Y/N)

Type Y and press RETURN so that you can later generate a report
using the page, data, sort, and select formats you just created.
Name the MASTER FORMAT, IMPACT1 and press RETURN. Since a title
for this report was created when the. three comment lines were :%
designated as headings, it is not necessary to use the master
format, IMPACT1 as the REPORT_TITLE: Therefore,4FOR NO TITLE,
PRESS SPACE BAR RETURN. Then answer No to the question, PRINT
THIS REPORT NOW? We will print the report by going back to the
MAIN MENU and selecting the print a report option.)

This completes the generation of sub-formats report. We now move
on to the actual printing of a report.

Printing Reports

Once a master report format has been created from a set of
sub-formats, it is a relatively simple task to print a report.
There are just a few characteristics to specify.
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(From the MAIN MENU select option 5, SET UP OR PRINT REPORT, by
typing 5 and pressing RETURN. Respond wits No the question,

CREATE NEW REPORT. The program will then LOAD liitE NEXT MODULE,

and display the SELECT REPORT FORMAT menu. To select the'IMPACT1
report, type its number and press RETURN. At this point you can
PRINT the REPORT by pressing RETURR,'DELETE the report format by
pressing CTRL/D, CHOOSE AGAIN by pressing CTRL/D, or CHANGE the
SELECT criteria by pressing CTRL/S.)

Say, for example, that you only want one school's records
included in a report or that you just want to select students who
scored above a particular point. DB MASTER allows one to specify

these new select criteria without changing the select sub-format
by going through the whole report generation process.

(However, to just print a report .as'specfied by the predefined
sub-formats press RETURN. The program will tell you it is
SETTING' UP THE REPORT. And then it will ask if you want another
date instead of the current date, i.e., the one that was entered
when you first started the program. Once you have typed N and
pressed RETURN the program will continue SETTING UP THE REPORT.

1

You will now be asked to INSERT the appropriate FILE diskette.
Follow the instructions carefully. The program will check to

make sure you have inserted the correct file diskette. Since you

haye specified that the records are to be sorted by building and

grade the program, will now procede to create a sort file from the
general file., It will ask you to INSERT a NEW SORT diskette..
And, it will remind you that this process will erase whatever is

on the diskette. It is wise to have a diskette labeled, 'in red,
SORT, to be used with this program so that no other diskettes
will be used inadvertently and erased. The program will then
proceed to create the sort file. When this step is completed,
the program will request that the UTILITY FILE is reinserted into
DRIVE 1. Press RETURN when ready.)

The program now displays the folloWing screen:

REPORT SET-UP =

'p.' (1) SLOTS (0=SCREEN) 1

(2) SUMMARY ONLY NO
(3) FORM FEED NO
(4) LINE FEED NO
(5),INTERFACE TYPE 2

(6) SPACES BET RECORDS .... 2
(7) PRINT LINES/PAGE 56

(8) TOTAL LINES/PAGE 66

(9) STOP BET PAGES NO
(10) STATISITCS NO
(11) COMMAS NO

ENTER # TO CHANGE (0.IF NONE):
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Items 1, 3, 4',,,and 5 concern setting up your printer to work with
this program. (You should consult the proigram manual to
determine the appropriate' choices for these options.) Items 6,

7,'8, and 9are" options which can alter the page sub-format
charactetistios that are pait of the general report format.
(Only alter;these if you want something different from your
predefined sug-format.) Item 11 allows you to format numbers
with commas. "Item numbers 2 and 10 are the ones-we-ate most
concerned with

STATISTICS,A.tem 10, sets up the report to provided totals,
averages, and standard deviations as shown in the illustrative
reports, Handouts 7 and 9. SUMMARY ONLY :sets up the report shown
in Handout 9 where just the statistics and not the records are
printed. -

(To request these changes, inith REPORT SET -UP mq1404e 10 and
press RETURN for a rep4Ftthat will have STATISTICS-like the one,

in Handout 8. Enter th& same change and 2, SUMMARY ONLY, for a
report like the one in Handout 9. When you have.made the
necessary changes type 0 and press RETURN. Youcan,then

PRESS ANY KEY TO:
- START PRINTING
- STOP PRINTING.

You can also:

PRESS 'ESC' TO START THE REPORT OVER
OR RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU.

Make sure that your printer is turned on and then proceed with /

printing the report. The information that goes to the'printer
will be displayed on the screen, but since it is not formated for
the screen it will not be very readable. When thetreport has
been printed the program will ask if you want another report
generated. Type N and press RETURN to get back to the MAIN MENU.)

We have gone from the initial creation of a file, to adding and
editing records and then to the creation and printing of a report
based on those records. This accomplishes the first four steps
of the planning process shown on page four. As you have probably
discovered, this is just the beginning of creating an efficient
and useful data base. Revising and-pilot t'sting are also needed
to produce a top'quality product.
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Appendix

TheAppendix of this guide, available as a separgte document,
`inC/udes a series of tutorials that provide specific,information
l'on'features of this program. The Appendix is:divided into'14
sections such as getting started, add records, speeding data
entry, and setting up reports.

Besides summarizing the discussion in this presenter's guideIthe
tutorials present more detailed information on such features as
long coded descriptions.

. Together with the program manual these tutorials should provide
you with the knotiledge and skills needed to...use theDB MtSTER
progr*to develop and utilize a data base'for many different

. .

evaluation related_ purposes.



APPENDIX

Tutorial Topics

Hardware Requirements
Screen For Operation '..

...... ,.. ,
Getting' Started .,,.,, . ....4... .
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Appendix,

, This is the AppendiX to ROEP Report #91 An Evaluator's. Guide to
Using DB MASTER: A Microcomputer Based File Management Pzogram.
Included is a.series of tutorials that provid0 spetific
inforMation on features.of this program. The Appendix is divided
into 14 sections such as-gettin4.started, addrecords, speediAg

. data entry, and setting up reports.

Besides summarizing the.discussion In this presenter's guide,,the.
tutorials presenonOre detailed information on such feature's. as
long coded drcilinions.

,..

Together with, the programmanual these tutorials should provide
you with the'imowledge and skills needed .to use, the DB MASTER
program to develop and Utilize. a data base for many different
evaluation related purposes.
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USINP DB MASTER

HARDWARE REQVIREMENTS*

DB MASTER requires an Apple II or Apple II plus compute* with 48K
RAM memory,- Applesoft Basic in ROM (or in the language system).

A minimum of twa disk drives is. recommended. (The progrim can
support up to 4 disk drives).

The program is designed to make use of Apple. DOS 3.3, 16-sector
disk operating system.

DB MASTER must be "booted" on a drive connected to Slot #6, Drive

A printer is also recommended in order to make use of DB MASTER'S
report generator. The progam will work with AppleOs parallel,
communications, and high speed serial interface cards.

DB MASTER will read the current date if the appropriate clock is
installsd in your system.

(see the DB MASTER manual for the details of hardware requirements)

1
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USING DB MASTER

SCREEN FORM OPERATION

Press RETURN to move to the next field.

Press the ESCape key to back up to the previous field.

Press the left arrow (4) key to backspace within a field.
This will erase characters as it goes. The right arrow (_)
does not work within a field.

Each field will accept certain "legal" characters. Other input
will be ignored with a single "beep" from the computer.

You cannot overtype the legal length of a field.

If there is a default value (i.e., pre -set field contents), you
may accept the default by pressing RETURN. Typing any other
character will wipe out the default, display the legal field
length, and allow you to enter a different value.

2
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USING DB MASTER

GETTING STARTED-
4

Booting the program

Insert the DB MASTER diskette,into the disk drive connected to
Slot #6 Drive #1.

Turn the power on

The program title pageAdllbe displayed on the screen.

RETURN Press to continue

Basic information

The program now asks you how many disk drives you have
connected.

type 2 or whatever number is correct for your system.

RETURN

Next, your Apple will "beep" and prompt you:

TO USE AN EXISTING FILE INSERT UTILITY DISKETTE...IN
DRIVE 2
PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN READY.

(see instructions for USING AN EXISTING FILE OR PRESS
ESCape TOLCREATE A NEW, FILE).

(see instructions for CREATING A NEW FILE)

V
3
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USING DB MASTER

CREATING A NEW FILE

Entering the date

Enter today's date with dashes,.for example, 1-27-83

Password levels

1. READ ONLY users may only display records. They may
not add, edit or delete records, orq,rint reports.
,Allkov,certain "read protected" fields may be hidden from
theit View. You will choose which fields, if any, will
be hidden, 'when you create your file.

2.'..RAD/WRIEueers have full access to the system.
iiii441,iest*idtiOn*44 *hat they may not change
system pasaY0t0

3. MASTER password users may also use all of the
features of D B MASTER. In addition, they are the only
users who may. change, add, or delete file passwords.

11

Setting up a password system

type N after, WANT PASSWORDS FOR THE FILE? (Y/N)
RETURN to enter your response
type your file name for the MASTER PASSWORD; you can ,add

other passwords later if you wish
(see changing passwords in file maintenence section)

RETURN to enter your response

Form building display

RETURN

The screen display shows you where you can place your
fields.

/

Note: DO NOT use lines 1 or lines 23 and 24, since they
are used by the program.

Note also the 11st of field types at the bottom of the
screen: 1 ALPHA, 2 NUMERIC, 3 $, 4 Y/N, 5 SSt,.6 TEL,
7 DATES (see description of field types on next page).

to continue

$P



USING DB MASTER

CREATING A NEW FILE

Field types

(1) ALPHA numeric fields mar have ,1 to 30 characters of letters,
numbers and S5tabols.. DO NOT put , , (,), ?, *, as the
first character in a field. You may spread information over a
number of adjacent fie34 if:you needmore than 30 characters of
space. For, 'example;

Project
Notes
AND

(2) Numeric' -.00,44.: may .:(1) small integers 0 to 255, (2) large
integer's,. +/..1-;A2767,;(4p..to '6 charaCters; 5 numerals and +1 -, or
(3) ,flOeting npmbers, +1- 999,999.,9:99 (up to 11 cha4cterS;
9 n.umetala, and decimal 'point) .

to.

(3), $, dollar'Ssd,'cents:tields .will automaticility formatted $_.00.
Namberswill,be entered right to left as wikh a calculator. This
field mest be at ie*atiO.' character a '144 S..

Y/N, Yes/ho fields will show the prom
Created:

e

IS) SS #, security, number fields are/formatted s:
, . 2 .

TEL, telephOne fields are formatted as fqp.owi:,
( ) You may specify an-iatea oode'.c1,fatil if
most of the 'nUmbers in your file are from the same. area.

You may: want to follow a TEL field with an al.plian,Imeric"!4ield or
small integir suMber field if many phone numliers contain extension
numbert.

(7) DATES.; fields :may' be'itandard, where the date yoU. enter.refigUAS:01e.
valUe:'Of,:the field. ,,)Or they may be AUTO DATE in whiCy Laser, thS
current ,date is automatically inserted when you first enter the
record and it is changed each time you edit thatrecord.

Note: SE$i TEL;-and the regular' DATES fields may be used for :other fielda
that ifOuld benefit from their special formatting:
spacei in the field must be completed.



USING DB MASTER

Defining primary keys

Remember: Up to 10 fields and 35 characters may be
combined for your primary key,.

type the first FIELD TYPE at the bottom of the page,(177)
RETURN
type the field NAME (15 characters maximum)
RETURN
type

type

LI

any special information, such as with numeric field, ,the
NUMBER TYPE (1-3) (1) 0-255 (2) +/-32767 (3) FLOATING
PT.

the:NOTTi011:LOCATION, that is, where the fieid should
appear teiative to numbers on the left side of the
screen (for example, 2)

RETURN
RETURN to accept the HORIZontal location, that'is, where the

field should appear relative to numbers on the top of
the screen

,type -:theMA4imum LENGTH of this field
,RETURN.
RETURN

type Y
type N

rIndkca*ehat
you do not want-a particular value of

thi4.410.0-ip:'00 a DEFAULT value

If you want to ADD ANOTHER FIELD TO'KEY? (Y/N)
to continue, the add a key cycle
to complete this cycle and proceed with the defining .of
theibther'fields in the record

RETURN

Defining the other fields on the form

,type next FIELD TYPE (17i
RETURN
type next Field Name (15 characters maximum)
RETURN -

Continue as with primary key fields:

CTRL/S when you are done with page 1



USING DB MASTER

FINALIZING THE PAGE

Checking thepage layout

RETURN

.Review the page layout to see` if you l'ike4t.

!-tO continue or press
to edit

Editing the page layout

You may change any Ofihe,characteristics of the
fields,' But, you deletaa field or move it ahead
of a Oreviousfield

type the nuMbii to the rightaach'field td.ENTER-;THM4TP

RETURN
type
RETURN
RETURN

type si
RETURN,

Rwrupg

EDIT

and/orthe chenge'thWor
to move frOmone pa5t oftha field' definition to another

.

past end of ;list of characteristics toAp back to the
start of;the.:edit mode
IF DONE editig
to enter,

to CONTINUE

Entering a secondary key

USE ONLY IF NEEDED

type 0 since you will not specify a, secondary key at this time,
and,itherefore, you are DONE

RETURN to enter

Adding another page

type YOf you have more fields
add fields for next page(s) as previously described

CTRL/S when finished with each page
type N, if all fields and pages have been completed



USING DB MASTER

NAMINGHW,CMEATING A FILE

Naming a file

type ,

RETURN.

Creating a file

your FILE NAME with no more than 15 characters

If you are satisfied with the file, pretS
TO CREATE 'FILE

Remove DB MAST* froM Drive 1

INSERT File diskette into Drive 1

RETURN (It's ok *that THIS ERASES DISK)
RETURN

INSERT Utility diskette into Drive 2

RETURN (It'EPOk that THIS ERASES DISK)

RETURN _PLEASE WAIT

Remove File diskette from .Drive 1

INSERT DE MASTER PROGRAM.DISKETTE in Drive 1
RETURN

You are now back at the,first screen of the program.
(See instructions for USING AN EXISTING FILE)

If not, press ESC to START OVER
type Y if you are SURE you WANT TO START OVER
RETURN

(gc.back to the beginning of CREATING A NEW FILE,.
Setting up a password system)

8
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USING DB MASTER

USING AN EXISTING FILE

If the program is not up and running',.te*theGETTING
STARTED directions-.

t=;

INSERT UTILITY DISKETTE into Drive
PLEASE WAIT While,the file str'Ucture igeACaded:.

type TODAy'S.DATE (X-x-xx)

..The red lights on the disk drives will come on as'. tne'
"program LOADS THE NEXT MODULE 42:'

4',1

Selecting a menu item

Then the DB MASTER MAIN MENU will appear with your FILE
NAME: indidated,w Make sure,you have the correct file.
You may now CHOOSE FROM the following options:
(1) DISPLAY/EDiT/DELETE RECORDS

(1) ADD RECORDS
(3) LIST RECORDS TO PRINTER
(4) LOAD OR CREATE SHORT FORM
(5) SET UP OR PRINT REPORT
(6) FILE MAINTENANCE
(7) LOAD OR CREATE NEW. FILE
(8) CLOSE FILES i EXIT

type the number of the option you want.
RETURN To ENTER YOUR CHOICE (1-8),

(see the instructions for the.specific option you have'
chosen)

9



'USING DB MASTER

ADD RECORDS (See also SHORT FORMS)

Selecting this menu option

type 2

RETURN
selects this option
enters your selection

Note: If you are just starting to add records after
creating a file, or,at the beginning of a new session,
you must .

Remove the DB MASTER diskette from Drive 1
INSERT your File Diskette into Drive'l. Then press
RETURN

" Once you have your file loaded; simply
type 2 to select this option
RETURN enters yodi selection
type Yes or No to tell the program if you want to PRINT NEW

14cORDS.

Printing liew..records.

4-

type Y if you have a printer set up
RETURN
RETURN

4
if PRINTER SLOT is #1 (if not, type printer slot

ilk)

TURN. ON PRINTER, PRESS
RETURN TO CONTINUE,

Adding records: Preliminary control options

CTRL/C

ESC

RETURN

Moving on a form

pressing CTRL (control) and C keys together takes you
back to the main MENU

allows you to CHANGE DEFAULTS (see the directions for
(1) Speeding data entry: Last Record Default Mode, and
(2) SHORT FORMS)
if you are ready to:ADD RECORDS

RETURN moves the cursor forward,from one field to another
ESC moves the cursor back from field to field.
CTRL/N pressing CTRL (control) and N keys together-moves you to

the NEXT page in the form,

10



...USING DB MASTER'

ADD RECORDS

Adding whole records

informatiOn for each-field.

When you have added all the information for a record,
you should review it. Go from page to page by'pressing

CTRL/N

Go from field to field by pressing'
RETURN to go forward
ESC to go back

When you are satisfied with the record, press
.the CTRL (Control) -and'A key together to ADD RECORD



USING DB MASTER.

SPEEDING DATA ENTRY

You can simplify and speed the data entry process in four ways:

The first way is to code infOrmation in the record. LONG CODE
DESCRIPTIONS may be substituted at rePOrting,time..

Another way is to set tempOrary DEFAULT values for those fieldp
which have the same value fora whole set of records.

A third way is to use a SHORT FORM with just the fields you
need for a particular set of data.

The fourth way is to use the INCREMENT function to increase
subsequent values in a field by 1.

All of these may be used together.

Speeding data entry: (1) LONG CODE DESCRIPTIONS

From the MAIN MENU
FILE MAINTENANCEtype 6

RETURN
INSERT
RETURN

PROGRAM DISKETTE IN DRIVE 1

D B MASTER allows you to store short codes (up to 5
characters) in numeric (except for dollar/cents) or short
alphanumeric fields, then pring "long code descriptions" in
place of the short codes on your reports. Code fields may,
be added, changed or dropped at any time - they are not
defined when you create your file. You may use any or all
of the eligible fields in your file as code fields.

Type 4 CODE FIELD DESCRIPTIONS
on FILE MAINTENANCE MENU

RETURN

type

RETURN

A list of the fields in your file will appear on the,
screen. Choose the field you wish to work with. The

program will only let you choose fields that are allowed t9
have long codes. (As always, iLall of the fields do not
fit on the screen at once, a CTRL/N will show you the Next
page of the list.)

the field yoU wish to work with
to ENTER FIELD II

° 12



Y USING DB MASTER

SEEDING DATA ENTRY

Speeding data entry: (1) LONG CODE DESCRIPTIONS, cont'd.

Once you have chosen your field, a new mlpuwill give you
several options.

type 2 ADD/CHANGE/DELETE codes
RETURN ."

In this mode, you will first entii the short code for a
field. Any existing long code description assigned tothat
code value will be displayed on the .next line. You may then
enter a new description for that short codeby typing it in
and pressing RETURN. To actually makerthe entry into the
file, you must then entwr a

CTRL/S (for Save) .
Or you mdy enter a

CTRL/D, 4F-to Delete that entry from the file.
Pressing the

ESCape key will let you ge -start the current entry, or you may
enter a

CTRL/N tó move on to the next code.'

type the field value.
RETURN
type The Description 4

RETURN

CTRL/S Press the CTRL (control) and S keys together SAVES the
description. You mug SAVE each entry as you go.

CTRL/D DELETES the entry.
ESC ESCape allows you to re-start the current entry
CTRL/N moves yoU-to the NEXT entry.

CTRL/C
When you are finishedi entering new descriptions, press
the CTRL (control) and C keys together to return to the code
menu.

S

C

13
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USING DB MAfrrER

41PEEDr DATA ENTRY

Speeding. data entt: (1) LONG.CODE DESCRIPTIONS, coned:

Ago check your set of descriptions

type 1
t to LIST DESCRIPTIONS, . J: .

RETURN it .

.

Type. STARTING CO DE VALUE
RETURN

[Of
type Y/N Yes or no to send DATA to PRINTER
RETURN

If yes, TURN PRINTER ON, RETURN TO CONTINUE.

Check to see that you have the descriptions'you want. Press
RETURNg to continue.

Once you have finished with one set of descriptions, you may
type 3 tp SELECT A NEW CODE PIETA)
AETURN V ti

Thill option will sake you .back to the field list at which
time you may choose another field to work with. ,,,,

,.

Wen yo'w%ard- completely finished, 41i

.,, z type 5 to retyrn to the FILE MAINTENANCE MENU.
RETUpk

10
i.

. tyl5e 7 tto return to the MAIN MENU. , .

f4
RETURN ; t.

-.,
.)

.

4
O.

We:

6

ti
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USING DB MASTER

SPEEDING DATA ENTRY

Speeding data entry: (2) LAST RECORD DEFAULT MODE

ESC

type Y
RETURN

RETURN

1

Once you are in the ADD RECORDS mode, press
to CHANGE DEFAULTS. This causes the program
LAST RECORD DEFAULT MODE ? (Y/N)

Yes

to ask

Move through the form, entering the common values as you
go. For example, you may want to add all the 'students in
one school, in one grade, and in one class in one setting.

To do so, set all of these values on the first record. Then
each new record to be created will appear with these fields
already filled in on the form. When entering data in a
record skip over the9e fields by pressing
to leave, them as they are.

If you want*to change a default value, just start to type,
and then the program will give you a blank field.

Old DEFAULT values may be eliminated and new DEFAULT values
may be set at. any time usiA the LAST Rliplip DEFAULT MODE.

4
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USING DB MASTER

SPEEDING DATA ENTRY

Speeding data entry: (3) CREATE SHORT FORM

From the WAIN MENU, 1

type 4 LOAD OR CREATE SHORT FORM. You will be asked
CREATE NEW FORM? (Y/N)
Yestype Y

RETURN

RETURN

type 1
RETURN

type
RETURN

CTRC/D

type
RETURN
type

RETURN

type

RETURN
type

RETURN
typeji k
RETURN
type

You ma e asked to
INSERT DB MASTER into irive 1

You will then be shown the
SHORT FORM MENU

Choose from:
ar CREATE A, SHORT FORM
(2) DELETE A SHORT FORM
(3) RETURN TO MAIM MENU
ENTER your CHOICE (1 Ito 3):
to CREATE A SHORT FORM

All of the fields of your file will be listed.
the number of first field to include on the SHORT FORM
to select this field

You may switch from the list to DISPLAY of the SHORT FORM by
pressing the CTRC (control) and D keys together.

This shows you a screen like the one you used to create your
file to begin with. You can use this to visualize the
layout of the SHORT FORM.
number for LOCATION: VERTICAL

number for LOCATION: HORIZONTAL
You may choose the Default 1 or move the field over in
relation to the numpers across the top of the screen.

84t,i9n them. ThenSelect all of the fields you want aqd4
IF DONE.

Then look at the foni

FIELD $ TO EDIT.

O

decide if you want to edit. If so,

Edit as you did in-creaiing the file.

ENTER p IF NO CHANCES NECESSARY

NAME FOR THIS FORM (maximum 15 spaces)

16A



USING DB MASTER

SPEEDING DATA ENTRY

Speeding data entry: (3) CREATE SHORT FORM, cont'd.

You "will be shown the SHORT FORM MENU.
(1) At this point you can select your form to use for adding
records.

type 3' RETURN TO MAIN MENU
RETURN

(2) You can DELETE A SHORT FORM
type 2 DELETE A SHORT FORM,
RETURN

your short form names will be displayed.
type the number, of the one to be deleted
RETURN

(3) You can CREATE A SHORT FORM to do a new one.
Follow the procedure previously.described

Speeding data entry: LOAD A SHORT FORM

.From the MAIN MENU,

type 4 LOAD OR CREATE SHORT FORM
RETURN

you will be asked
CREATE NEW FORM? (Y/N)

type N No

You may be asked to INSERT DB MASTER into DRIVE 1
RETURN

The sceen.will show
= > LOAD SHORT FOR <

0 NORMAL FORM
1 Your short form
2 Your short form

ENTER YOUR CHQICE?
type your choice
RETURN

The prograni.willnOw showy

= > DB MASTER MAIN MENU <:
You may choose either

fl) DISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE/RECORDS
(2) ADD RECORDS
(3) LIST RECORDtTO PRINTER

and Ike advantage of the tiORT FORM

17



USING DB MASTER.

SPEEDING DATA ENTRY

SpeSding-ciatentry: LOAD A SHORT,FORM citWd.

when you are finished.Using.,this particUlar 'SILO 'FORM
return to. the MAIN MENU I..

4' 4 4 :4,4
type Y LOAD. ,OR SHORT FORM 4:4"
RETURN 0.

Yqu.may have to INSERT PROGRAM DISKETTEIN .

RETURN TO CONTINUE
..

The LOADSHOWT FORM menu will appear.. ci

,'type $ tp 1.c,ad the NORMAL FORM again ,

RETURN - to ENTER your CHOICE
This twill return you to the MAIN '

Speeding data entry:k (4) CTRL /I.= INCREMENT''
?;,

. .

Another way ,to speed data entry isto-use the cliL; (control)
and I keyS) increasea. examplq. and D
number can be incremented Or each new-,ti ord.0imply
pressing

,

CTRL/I N-when the cursor on thii field

Useithisr in conignction with; the EFAULT MODE to
easily, entee,a whole series Otte



USING DB MASTER

DISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE RECORDS.

Selecting this menu Option

type 1
RETURN
Remove
INSERT
RETURN'

selects this option
enters your selection
the DB MASTER diskette from:Dri*e..your file diskette into Drive pg es,s
WHEN READY

The red light on disk drive 1 cdpfs on tof l.et Afir now
your file-is being activated

Setting the*,search criteria

In order to .specify whiCh recur
you must ,tell. the- program to

startwant 'to tart w4h the f4,0t-re

CTRL (control) and B keys at:th:
wever, if you wish to have the pi;.

specifics records, you'must gig}:
structiOns. These instr,uc
mbers, letters and symbeb

for a partiCular
cursor to that field.

form,

moves the cursor forward
moves'ew curlfor back

.',pressing the CTRL (c
Moves you to the NEXT

o work with,
you simply

file, preis
time .

search for
gore detailed

the form of
t-Isearch criteria

step is to move ;.the

pot one field to another
m field to field
) and N keys at the same time
id the record

Once you have fp,'Ihd the 40.14 you wish to search On, you
may specify dearch criteri?

1/41,

With DB MASTER you have
record, as' shown at the

5 major ways to search for
bottom of the screen:

,V\RNG *WLD CD ( INCL ?ANY

Relationals:
=, > ,<>,>''<=

Each search option is describedseparately.

a



USING DB MASTER

DTISPLAY/EDIT/DELETE RECORDS

Editing records

CTRL/F pressing the CTRL (control) and F keys at the same time
will tell-the program to FIND the first record which
Meets the search criteria. Once the record is displayed
you press

ESC to EDIT the record'
RETURN moves the cursor forward through the record
ESC moves the cursor back through the record
CTRL/N moves the cursor to the NEXT page. When you have found

the field you wish to edit or change, simply
type the change and press
CTRL/S the CTRL (control) and S keys together SAVE a change.

HoWever
CTRL/V the'CTRL (control) and V keys together VOID the change

if you decide not to go ahead with it.

Special editing options

type +

this MATH edit option allows you to chang0 a field based
on a mathematical computation. For example, to change a
budget fielOiby a constant amount (say 2U %) simply.
at the bOttOM,ofthe screen. You will be asked to
indicate +, * (multiply), or / (divide). Select one,
for example *,

type *
RETURN then ENTER CONSTANT, for example, .80
type .80
RETURN the current figure in the chosen field will

automatically be reduced by 20%.
CTRL/S SAVEs this change
CTRL/V VOIDS this change
I this INCREMENT option allows yOu to automatically

increase a value by 1. Simply find the field to be
changed and press.

CTRL/I the CTRL (control) .and I keys at the same time. The
number will automatically be increased by 1.

Deleting a record

CTRL/D

type. YES
RETURN

pressing CTRL (control') and D keys will initiate the
DELETE .option. I'f you ARE SURE
TO DELETE.

FILENote:' ONCE A RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED FROM YOUR FILE, IT
CANNOT BE RETRIEVED. Vis is a good reason for keeping
backup copies of your files.
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USING DB MASTFrR

SEARCH CRITERIA: also used to SELECT records for a report

Doing a RANGE search
a

A ARNG allows you to search for a RANGE:of alphabetic or
numeric values

For-example, to retrieve all clients in the fir'st
quarter of the-alphabet (A through GZ).

type AA after a name field:
The program will request that you
= ENTER MINIMUM VALUE FOR RANGE

typ'e A to indicate "minimum value".
RETURN to enter the value.

The program will then request that you
= ENTER MAXIMUM. VALUE FOR RANGE =

type GZ to indicate MAX.
RETURN
CTRL/F press CTRL (contrbl) and F keys at the same time to FIND

the records.

If you want to search on more than one criteria, see
those instructions.

To EDIT or DELETE the records just found, see those
instructions.

22,
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USING DB MASTER

SEARCH CRITERIA:,

Doing a WILD. CARD -search

*WLD CD allows you to perfOrma WILD.. CARD searchthat'iS,' a
search whichnmatches the letters which are preceded by
the *./

Note: You cannot use ,it with numeric or dollar and cent
fields.

Use the wild card searehs,if you want to find records
based on one field, but are unsure of the' spelling,..
length, or specific contents of the field.

For'example, use- it if you want to find all of the
reCords ehat start with the letters STANF, since you are
not sure whether a name is STANFORD or STANFIELD.

.

type STANF*
CTRL/F, 'press CTRL (control) and F keys at the same time to FIND

the records.

o.
those instructions.:
If you want to search on more than one criteria, see

Tc:i EDIT or DELETE the records -just found, see. those
instructions.
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SEARCH CRITERIA

Doing an INCLUDES search

( )INCL allowb,you to search for a string of bharacters-anywhere
in an alphanumeric'field, only.

4

Use the includes. search if yoh want to get together all
of the records which have the Same4word,,set of letters,
or other characters in common.

For example, you might want to search for all of the
titles, in an article inventory file whlich have the word
comphter" in them, such as Your first computer,

'Computers in the classroom, How to computerize your
inventory.,

Because of the complexity of) finding characters anywhere
in a field,- this search is very time consuming.

type ( ) computer
CTRL/F .press CTRL (control) and F keys at the same time to FIND

the records.

If you want to search on more than one criteriaysee.
those, instructions.'

ti

To EDIT or DELETE the records just found, see'those
instructions.

A
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- SEARCH. CRITERIA

Doing -an ANY search

?ANY'

U

4

the any.- search may be used anywhere in an alphanumeric,
telephone number, social security, or 'date field;

.

The-program responds by accepting any character in that
placer

Foi example, you may not know if someone spells a name,
Gray or Grey. Therefore,

type GA? Y.

CTRL/F press CTRL (control) and 'F keys at the same time to FIND
the records.

If you want to search on more than one, criteria, see
'those instructions. .

'To EDIT or DELETE-the records just found, see those
instructions:

e-
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SEARCH CRITERIA

Doing a-RELATIONAL search

'these are relational search symbols

'LESS THAN

EQUALS

GREATER THAN

NOT EQUAL T.

GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO

LESS THAN OR EQUAL 'TO

A relational search may be used with any'field.-
:

particular'xecord may be specified., by entering a
critical field value like ID numbek,phone'numbert
name. YOU'need not use the, equal
example, you want to find all-student records with
percentile scores less than.or equal. to 25, you would

type '< 25 after thatfield name.
CTRL/F press CTRL:(control).and F keys at the same time to-FIND

the records

If you.WA search. on more than-one criteria, see
those ini*O444. ''

To EDIT or DELETE the recordsjust found, see thoss
instructions.
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SEARCH CRITERIA

Searching on more than one field

,You nay search on'as many
1
counts

2U fields on any combination of
criteria (a RANGE search ounts as 2, minimum and_mpximum). The
program_ will warnyou if you .enter too many criteria.

Pressing ESC if you wish to change search criteria once they
have been defined. This will work you backwards to the search
criteria you wish to change.- Then you must re-enter subsegeent
criteria.

Zntering more than one criteria will result id,AND searches.
Thati.s, a record must match each of the crtter044 to be
identified in the search.:

Op to 10 OR search criteria may- be initiated (b }entering the OR
_criteria after all of the multiple AND criter1a4ave been
entered. Press :w

CTRL:0
RE7ORN

.type

RETURN

cT RI., 'C)

RI:TURN

. CTRL

criteria the same a's in an AND search, after each OR
criteria is entered press

a blank screen will appear.
You will have to press

to request another OR criteria.
When finished, press
to FIND the records conforming to the search criteria.

O
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SEARCH CRITERIA

Doing a TOTAL-STATISTICS search

olr

CTRL/T once all search criteria haVe been entered you, may run a
search which gives you Total- statistics for the grOUp.

4

ta,

For.example, if you have a student test score file and wish to
know how fourth graders did who took a pretest, you would

type 4 for the grade field and
RET
CTRL T in the pretest field.

type 70
CTRL/F

.5.

AIN

Then you woad set the pretesti,field criteria at greater
than 0. V

then press
to tell the program 't0 find those records.

The program will search the file and show this on the screen.

DATA FOR is PATEST
COUNT
SUM
AVE. al

STD. DEV.

As each new record is found, the figureswill change until all
have been found.

\,

2.7
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a

7
LIST RECORDS TO PRINTER

Selecting this option

type 3

RETURN

RETURN.

9nce you, are at the MAIN MENU
LIST RECORDS. TO PRINTER. If your printer is connected
to SLOT ill press

to accept default value. If not, change the number and
Press RETURN
TURN ON PRINTER
to continue.

Remove DB MASTER diskette

INSERT
RETURN

FILE diskette into DRIVE 1

Specifying the search criteria

You are presented with a blank form and the various
search options. (see directions fog SEARCH CRITERIA)
Set your search criteria by moving the cursor to the
appropriate fields.

RETURN to go forward on the form
ESC to move back on the form
CTRL/N-. to move from page to page

CTRL/F

Printing records

ESC.

CTRL /C

,when yeki have set all of the criteria, press
the CTRL (control) and F keys together.

The .program will automatically print all of the records
thatfmatch the search criteria.

will stop the printing process

When all records are printed, you will be returned to
the blank form. Specify new criteria or press
the CTRL (control) and C keys together to return, to the
main menu



USING DB MASTER

SETTING UP .EPORTS

. The followinOnscussions focus on the four elements of creating a
report, nameiy,

1. The,PAGE.Format determines the overall appearance of your report.
Page ,t.LIMbering, whether the report will be dated, the number of lines
ofe liAtige, and the spacing between records are included in the Page

2. Thex0AtA Format is the main sub-format. It holds the actual
P info4ation that will be printed or displayed in your report. ,

Comments and footnotes, column titles, and the actual data,computed
and comment fields and their positions are all in the Data Format.

3. The SORT Format determines the order in which the selected records
will be printed on your report.

4. The SELECT Format contains the selectionicriteria that choose which
records from the "file will be included in. a report.- A' Select Format
is set up in the same way that you enter your criteria to search for
a record or records in the Display mode.

Selecting this option

Once you are at the MAIN MENU
type 5 to select SET UP OR PRINT REPORT

Creating a new report

type Y to tell the program that you wish.to.CREATE A NEW REPORT
RETURN

You may have to
-Remove- the file diskette from Drive 1 and

-INSERT PROGRAM DISKETTE IN. . ., DRIVE 1 press

RETURN TO CONTINUE.

A blank copy of the REPORT LAYOUT FORM is at the end of this Appendix,
to be used in creating new report formats.

29
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SETTING UP REPORTS

Choosing an already.devi1oped page format4

The 'Screen will display the PAGE FORMATS available.
If you wish to select a format that has already beenn
defined simply

-type the number to ENTER YOUR cgoicE,s
RETURN

et,

Another menu will appear on the s een 4th the
following four choices:

,"

1. PRINT out the specifications"for that format. If you
choose this option, the program will print the forrat
information and return once again to this menu. You
may, if you choose, print, the speOles for seci4ral formats
before choosifg the one yotiiwish.to use of your new
report, or deciding to creite a4tptally new sub-format.
. I 4 * 1

2. REPLACE this format. Sinceyou q nnot delete
sub-formats (you world Ove a problem if you tried to

ei run a reptrt which needed the sub-format that had been
deleted), D B MASTER will allow you to replace formats
whidh areeno longerein uss or which you would like

eo changed, with new formats! Note that any report set up
, earler to useosuch a subformat will then use the

replacemeli format. ,
S i

* 3. CIIpOSE 4NOTBER format. 'Thies option will return you once
* again to the lest of formats. You may then choose

another format, which will return you to this menu, or
enterom "0" to create a new format.

4. _MOVE ON to the next sub-format, and use the last format
.,'which you chose from the list here in constructiFg your

new masterrep9rt format.

This process makesit very easy to create a new Master.
Report Format from a combination of new and pre-existing
sub-formats.

30
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SETTING UP REPORTS

Creating a new page format

type 0
RETURN

type N
RETURN

type

RETURN*

type
1RETURN
type

RETURN
type

RETURN

RETURN
type

RETURN.
'RETURN

type
RETURN

The screen will display the PAGE FORMATS avai
first choice, (1) STANDARD PAG4,. his these
charabteristics:

PUT DATE ON PRE? YES
NUMBER PAGES YES
SPACES'BETWEEN RECORDS = 1
PRINT LINES PER PAGE = 50
TOTAL LINES PER PAGE, 21 66
,PASSE BETWEEN PAGES NO

If .you wish other characteridt
%IE7MFEN PAGES to feed .era
SFACES-BETWEEN RECORDS,
to CREATE NEW FORMAT

You will be asked::

IS THIS A LABEL FQ44T2 (X/N1
#11V.

You would ,use-thiS-fOrmat. for print0g47Mailing labels,
'71

-1
.

7410

.
want. to crdatt prilited.Orscreen.report format--

ibiti4641".a roagplAiagram of 0,10Port
-wee

if you

r The,scxe
page.
the sec

on is asked;. the 'pkOgrim highlights
.

c . .

.Y (Yes) .13 N (No) P',to. 'RINT D1 'ON REPORT?

Y (Yes) /N (No) to'PaIliT PAGE.HUMBERS? II"
,,

number of BLANK LINES'7,BETWEEN 'RECORDS?

' t

You may LEAVE 0 to 9...(91 = SINGLESPACINP)

Y (Yes)/ N (No) to STOP PRINTER BETWEEN PAGER?
Use for single sheets or Screen *ports

to accept standard 56 (LINES PER PAGE OF PRINT or
number you want.
Remember, IF YOU ARE PREPARING A SCREEN REPORT,
FOR NUMBER OF PRINT. LINES PER PAGE

to accept standard 66 TOTAL LINES PER PAGE or
number you want
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SETTING UP REPORTS

Saving the page format

type

type
I RETURN

type:

RETURN

, .

type
RETURN

a NAME FOR

The screen
OK?

Y (Yes) to

-The screen

the number

THIS FORIOA%; (meicimdth 15 letters)

will show you the PAGE FORMAT and .ask, IS THIS

,,'
#s I

accept or N (to) to Atitaft over ..,,

fs):: .. A " 1 ;
will display the CHC#OSE:PAGE FORM4 -menu

iA's. "....: 0 i" ,....

of the fOrriat you wantt'or 7 to CRE4E NEW;\
FORMAT or ESC to return ;o the 4M1IN,4.MENU

If you choose a- format`subp as ,pishe on14ou. just brated,
the screen tells you thit u , s- ,

(4p.

'7 kr

YOU MAY NOW
(1) PRINT FORMAT DATA
(2) REPLACE THIS FORMAT ,it,he_onif way tb delete a (... .-4,':1-v. 4,:,

'..... '

forliaty
(3) CHOOSE ANOTHER FORMAT ;16 (.-. liqr ,,y

c.,.,
(4) MOVE ON TO ,NEXT FORMAT
(1 to -4) TO ENTER your CHOtCE4
It is aigood idea to print tAl_e format
so that you will remember Jig ttlarcbe

Printing the format data

type.

RETURN
RETURN

type- 4
RETURN

- .

to PRINT FORMAT DATA
TURN ON PRINTER & PRESS k
The program will automatically print tke Characteristics':
It will then display the four choicee, (1) PRINT,,
(2) REPLACE, (3) CHOOSE, or *(4) A* 4

ta as a record '4tip.
4.

to MOVE ON TO NEXT FORMAT 2

: .

a
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TTING. UP REPORTS

-.Cleating a data format

type sa to CREATE NEW FORMAT
*TURN

,,.,,RETURN to accept a 79 column REPORT WIDTH. This will produce a
report on a typical 8 1/2' X 11" page.

For, SCREEN REPORTS, ENTER 39, since the screen IS only
39 columns wide.

For-wider reports, specify the width as determined
during the layout process.

On the following page is included information on:

1. Creating comment line, that is, titles and footnote.

2. Creating column titles

3. Setting up computed fields.

4. Entering the fields to be printed.

5. Designating special report elements.

O
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SETTING UP REPORTS 4,

Creating comment lines

I
typeY

type N
RETURN

F Jam.,

A

if you want to give the report a-header (title) and/or
footer (footnotes),
N (No) if you do not

Entering comment lines

Use your layout sheet to guide you

enter lines 33 character's at a time.

Press RETURN for next section.

Use up to 9 lines.

Leave line blank to skip a line on your report.

enter Top of Page comment lines first, followed by footnote lines.

If you do not waht a line centered, enter a @ after the last
chdracter on the lines.

After you complete each line, simply

., 0 .

type Y to ADD ANOTHER COMMENT LINE:. 1

.1'
410 .
*-; 1when you have entered all of the title and:tOotnoil lines,

type N to stop the process t4
f

' ,Y'
-

Editing comment lines

type the number of the LINE TO EDIT.

RETURN

CTRL/N
type id
RETURN

when you press

the line will be :rased andoyou can retype the line.
to move to the NE2T WINDOW SECTION
for NO EDIT When you are finished..

Specifyingwhere,comment lines go

type the # COMMENT LINES 'ATTOP OF PAGE? (Others will print
aa footnotes) .

RETURN c

0

.4
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SETTING UP REPORTS

Setting up computed fields

type Y

RETURN

CTRL/N
type
:RETURN

type

RETURN
type
RETURN
Type
RETURN
type( Y

RETURN

if any of the fields in your report are'to. 4e: CoMPUTED
from other fields on your form.

The program will list the fields.

will move you to the NEXT PAGE of fields.
FIELD # (j0= CONSTANT)

- (multiplication)u / (divide),'/\ (exponential)

FIELD # (or CONSTANT)

CONSTANT

for ANOTHER computed FIELD or N to stop the process

35
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SETTING UP REPORTS

Entering the fields to be printed

CTRL/D allows you TO SEE THE REPORT FORMAT or FIELD LIST

CTRL/N allows you to move'to the NEXT SCREEN or NEXT PAGE of
fields

:RETURN TO CONTINUE

Use your layout sheet to guide-you!.

type FIELD NUMBER (6 IF DONE)
RETURN
type TAB ADVANCE (0=99)
RETURN
type PRINT WIDTH to specify the amount of space you wish to

allocate to the column. If you leave this blank, it
will default to the. field length in the file.

36
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SETTING OP REPORTS,

Special Report Elements

Print widths

If you leave.. the Print Width'space empty, the following rules. will
determine the default print width that will be'allowed for the
current field:

Alphanumeric fields will be set to the width of the field in your
file (same as the field length on your form).

PhOne number, Social Security and Date fields-will be set to.tneir
proper lengths - 12, 11 and 8 respectively.

Yes /No fields will be set to 1 character.
Comment fields will be set to their maximum legal length of 15.

Record .Numbering willuse 4 spaces.

All other fields (Numeric, Dollar/Ce ts and Horizontal Sub-, and
Grand Totals) will be set to eleven (A plesoft's maximum of nine
significant digits, plus room for decimal point and minus sign) .

REMEMBER TO SET THE'WIDTH OF-THESE FIELDS TO 15 CHARACTERS IF YOU
EXPECT RESULTS IN SCIENTIFIC NOTATION.

`k.

Long code descriptions

In order to speed data entry you may code field entries with a set
.of up to 5 numbers or letters (see directions under speeding data
entry: (1) LONG CODE DESCRIPTIONS).

Using the FILE MAINTENANCE option you may then create LONG CODE'
DESCRIPTIONS (or table lookup values).

If you answer yes when the report data format moddle asks\ bout
them, the program will automatically substitute your descri tions
for the code in your file.

' Be sure to leave enough room to p 'rint the long description.

type Y
RETURN

to PRINT LONG CODE DESCRIPTIONS or N not to

3 7
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SETTING UP. REPORTS

Special Report Elements, cont'd.

Horizontal subtotals
v

0

By entering a number from you.may add the contents of this ,firOld
to one of the five subtotals. If you enter a "0" (Or. leave the space
blank), this field will not be included in the subtotals or grand
total. .t

RETURN will entg a 0 for this option.

Number after decimal point,

This fr§u-re will be used in formatting the pYintout of this field.
Numbers are always printed right justified, and trailing zeros will
be added, if necessary, so that your decimal.- points (or the "ones"
place if yoti enter zero or leave this figure blank) will line up in a
vertical column.

RETURN will enter a 0 for this option;

.Column subtotals and totals,-

If you enter a "Y" here, .subtotals.will!;be kept for the values in
this column, d printed,at each subtotAX break (for information on
subtotal breaks, see directions). A giand total will also be printed
at the end. of ;the 4report.'

type )/N rcir this option
RETURN

-orRecord numbering
6

type,251 to nurfer resords by ulitoal

type 212 to number records report
- 4., ,st .

.

*pu may haveth4 r cords iin your report numbered by the
piogratit. u e'Record Nring- by Subtotal will zero the

,

uAcont'and start'over each time there is a lubtotal
break. Record.',Numbering by Report will print a count

, from,Z)ne to the total, number, of *ecords in the report.,
.

x $
- If ydu do not enter the Width : for a Record,Numberingi will be set to default of four.4
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1Specia ReporitElements, cont'd.

Data coMments or labels

type 225 ADD A COMMENT
RETURN

A Co nt Field is a faring of 1 to 15 characters which will be
printed in the same position An each record that is included'in
your report. Comment fielda may be used to,add special
punctuation (for instance: %, or'$) or to add labels to.
fields.

Comment fields. will be prnted atteachsubtotal:break, and with..-
the totals at the end of the report.-

.

In some cases,"Co ent Fields may completely.replace the columri
titles. This can m ke_reports with several lines of data 4
each record -easier to.reaH., .2* use-this format, simply, enter a
descriptive Comment,Field (often the field name from the form) to
b displayed in froht of the-contents of each data field that 1,41u
will' int.

D B MASTER allows up to 20 comment fields per report. To'enter a,
comm pt field, use the field number labled -Id a Comment."

>
EachPktime you add a comment, it will appear in the field Iist, -
and the number for: Add a Comment wiftbe 'increased by one.

You4may choose any width from 1 to 15' characters for a coniment,
field. The width will normally be equal to the number of spaces
in the comment., If you do not enter 0, :value, it will default, to
fifteen.

N
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var
Setting the sort riteria

: D B MASTER can "sort" yo'ur records4n alphabetic or numeric order
based on the contents of any of the fields in your file (but-not
computed field0), or on a combination of as many as six fields. The
information required to perform a sort is stored in the Sort
Sub-format.

(As with the other sub-formats, there will be a list and menu from
which' youluay choose an existing format to use, replace or print out,
or to create an entirely new format.)

When you create anek Sort Sub-format, a list of the fields in your
file will appear.on pc* screen. As before, you may enter a CTRL/N
to display theNext page of the list. Below the list will be a
prompt asking for the number of a field to use for your sort.

Your records are already sorted and stored in primary key order by D
B MASTER. So obviously the fastest way to run a report is to print
it in primary key order (no sort required). To print your report in

' this way, choose the-standard sort format included by the program,
. which is called "File Order." (Or create a "null" sort format - that
is, one with no sort fields at all.)

When you run a report in primary key order, the records are taken
from'the master data diskettes, and the appropriate fields are sent
directly to your printer (or to the screen).

NO' TEMPORARY FILE IS NECESSARY WHEN PRINTING A REPORT IN PRIMARY KEY
ORDER.

If you wish to print the records on your report in other than the
primary key seqdence, you may now enter the numbers for up to six
sort fields.

D B MASTER will sort the file based on the contents of the first
field that you enter. That field is called the "Major Sort" field. .

If there are two or more records with the same contents in that
field, they will be sorted into the order of the second port field,
and so forth.

40
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Designating subtotal break fields

If one of your sort fields will have several records with each
value, you may find it useful to "subtotal break" on the
contents of that field. That means that every time the contents
of that-field changes, the program will stop and print subtotals
for all of your column total fields before printig the records
with the .next value in that field.

,

After you have set up your sort the program will ask how many-of
the sort fields you want to subtotal break on.

Note that in ordertoisubtotal break on, for instance, your
third sort field, you must also break on the first two fields.

Identifying page breaks
1

You may also ask D B MASTER to automatically begin a new page
whenever a subtotal break occurs on certain fields. If you are
using continuous form paper, your printer will skip to the top
of the next page as soon as the subtotal information has. been
printed. Otherwise, the printer will stop after the subtotals
and the'Program will prompt you to insert another sheet, of paper.

The same restriction that applied to subtotal breaks also
applies to page breaks (for-the same reason). In order to page
break on the second sort field, for example, you must also break
on the first, and so on. Also, you can only page break on
fields that you also subtotal break on.

Note that it is not necessary-to include a field that, you will
use as a page break field, as a printed field on your report.
The name of the field and the new field content that is
generating ea age break will be printed at the top of each
page. And psi e the contents of the field will be the same for
all of the fie ds within that s Ototal/page break grouping,
printing the field in each recdtd would be redundant.

If you have assigned a long. code description to the contents of
the page break field, both the actual (short) field contents and
the long code desdription will be printed at the top of each
page. This occurs automatically - there is no need to request
it.

41
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SETTING UP REPORTS

r

Restricting the size of sort files

If you are not printing yOur report in primary key order, and if
you have more than one diskette of records -in your file, you
should try to break up the xeport in some way so that your
Temporary Print File will not'become too large.

IF A TEMPORARY PRINT FILE GROWS BEYOND A SINGLE DISKETTE, YOU
WILL HAVE TO DO A GREAT DEAL/OF DISK "SWAPPING." NOTE THAT THIS
WILL NEVER BE A PROBLEM IF YOU PRINT YOUR REPORTS IN' PRIMARY KEY

`',SEQUENCE.

When you have named your Select sub-format, you are nearly
finished. All that remains is to tie the four sub-formats into
a single Master Report Format.

42
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Setting the select criteria

k The procedure for .selecting records for inclusion ih a report is
identical to .the proceduie for searching for for screen
display (see pp. 20-25):

_. .
. ,

The same form which you haye-used in Searching for recbrds Will
appear on your screen. You may.then enter as many as twenty criteria
for the program to use in choosing.therecords for your report:
(Each Range criteria counts as, two of the twenty.)

You may use any of the search types' in setting up your selection,
including "OR's"...

To print the entire file, enter a CTRL/S to Save thelormat without
entering criteria into any of-the fields. Or simply use the standard.
Select format created by the program, which is called "All Records."

43
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Saving a Master Report Format

4 The four sub - formats which you ave now chosen or created will be
treated by D B MASTER as a gle Master Report Format (the
indiVidual,subforMats'will Ab so be available for inclusion in other
Master Report Formats at a 'ter date).

The program will now ask i.0 wish to .store'this Master Report
Format for repeated-use. If you do, You, will be asked for a name for
the Master ForMat. *y to use a descriptive name which will remind
you of the contents of the format when you see it in a list of
formats in the future. The.next time you want to use this report
forMat, you will not have to re-do any of-the rocedure that.we have,
just finished describing. .You will simply tel theovogram. which
previously created Master Report Format you-wish to, user and the
computer will take care of the rest!

1

t o
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SETTING UP REPOATS

Giving the Format a different title
rl

Finally,.you, may, enter a title for your report.' If you 'are storing

the master, format for repeated use, the master format name will
become the default for the report title, since theyswill,freguently
be the same. II,ress RETURN to accept the default; -a type in'a
different title..

IF YOU ARE SETTING UP A LABEL FORMAT, DO NOT INCLUDE A REPORT TITLE!,
If there Is a default displayed for the titlel'presp the SPACE bar,
once to wipe out the default,then press RETURN.

I-

4 5
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_PRINTING A REPORT

Selecting the Master Report Format Desired

to There are two ways to get the module which actually prints D
MASTER'S reports: one is by setting up a new report format an
telling the system that you wish to print the new report right away,
and the, other is from the Main Menu, by entering a "5". ("Set U or
Print Report") and answering "N" to the qu stion "Create New Re rt?"

If you have come from setting up a new forma ,-the program will
proceed to'set up and print that report. Otherwise, you"will be
Shawn a list of the master report fOrmats that have already been
created for the file you are working with, and yoil may choose the one
you wish to print. Note that the first format listed, called "Print
All Records", is put there by the program, and includes the four
standard sub-formats which.D B MASTER sets up when it b4lds each
file.

The directions on your screen will prompt you for the various
diskettes needed by the program. Remember that if you are printing a
report Whith is to be sorted, the system, will have to build a
temporary print field, so you should always have an extra diskette or
two available. If you have a very large file, building the temporary
file can take a half-hour or more. The flashing cursor On your
screen} will assure you that the program is still working (it will
also turn the disk drives on frequently as it builds the file), and
the number at the center of your screen will tell you how many of
your records have been included in the report thusfsr.

The program will ask you to confirm the date to be printed on your
report. ,YOu may either press RETURN to accent the date as displayed
on the screen, or press the ESCape key to enter a differeht date.
This date may be entered in any format,.so styles such as "30-NOV-80"
are acceptable. The maximum length for the date input is nine
characters.

go,
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Changing report parameters

, When your report is ready to print, a.display will appear on your-
. screen. You may now change most bf the parameters which are set up

both in the;Page sub- format and in the Printer Parameters section of
File Maintenance, plus a few extra features, as follows:

(1) PRINTER SLOT # (0=SCREEN)
(2) SUMMARY ONLY
(3) FORMIEED
(4), LINE FEED
(5) INTERFACE TYPE .

(6) SPACES BETWEEN 'RECORDS
(7) PRINT LINES/PAGE
(8) TOTAL LINES/PAGE
(9), STOP BETWEEN PAGES.

.(10) STATISTICS
(11) COMMAS

,

Those parameters which are normally set in File Maintenance or the
Page format will default to the values set there. Summary Only,
Statistics, and Commas will. all default to "No". To change any of
the Yes/No parameters, simply enter its number. Each time a
parameter's number is enteped, it will "toggle" back and forth

tween Yes and No. To change any of the other parametera,enter its
faberi'and the program. will ask for a new value. You May. , make as

many changes.as necessary before printing your report.

If you stop your report before it is finishef (by pressing "ESC"), or
after the report has been completed, the program will ask if you wish
to-begin that repp0 again. If you say "Yes", the program will
return to the Change. Parameters display. You may then make whatever
changes are necessary (if any), and begin again. This process may be
repeated as often as needed.

.ca
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Including statistical information in reports

to Statistican information is available in the report generatori To get
the Count, you must use "Record Numbering by Report" or "Record
Numbering by Subtotal Break". The Sum is the same as a column
total. To get the Average and Standard Deviation fqr,tbode fields
which you are totaling, turn on the "Statistics",function before.
printing the report. This means that your existing reports can be
*printed with statistics without having to recreate them.

The statistics will be printed at each break where-column totals'
appear. You MUST have requested column totals on a field in order to
get statistics for that field.

Statistics may also be included in screen and summary only reports.

Printing summary only reports

Finally, the program will ask if you would like aynormal or a summary
only report. A summary only report includes everything BUT the
records themselves: that is it will print the report.title, comment,
footnote and column title lines, subtotal and page'breaks, and.column
sub and grand totals. But the records themselves, which normally
constitute the body o a report, will not be printed. The purpose of
a summary only repor is to save printing time and paper when the
only facts which you really need are the column subtotals and
grandtotals. Any r port format may be printed as a summary only
report atsome times, and as a regular report at other times.

I.
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Stopping and starting printout

. . If the page format being used by your report includes stopping
between pageil, the program will stop whenever it is necessary to put
a fresh sheet of paper into the printer. This-feature may also be
used with screen reports to print :a full screen page, then wait for a
key press'before printing the nextpage.

In addition,'you may, press the ESCape key to stop the report at any
time (actually, it will finish printing the record that it is working
on, then stop). If you do so, the program,wilf give you the choice
of starting the report over again (from the beginning), or returning
to thiliit of available master report formats, where you may choose

,a different report to run, or entet a "0" to return to the Main
Menu. In starting the report over, you may again choose printer or
screen, and summary only or regular reports.

.

There is also a Stop/Start feature that will let you press any key
(except, of course, ESCape and RESET) to temporarily stop the

1printoht,
and then press a key for a second time to re-start the

'reporfifrom the point where you stopped it. This is useful when
screen reports scroll off the screen, when 'the paper slips in your
printer,tm when the phone rings and you want to stop the printer
temporaiilY\

When t he report is finished, you may re-start it, choose another
report te, run, or return to the: Main Menu. Note...that any time you
re-start a report you will have the choices mentioned above of screen
or printer report, and normal or summary only report. So you could;
for example, run a summary only report. So you could, for example,
run a summary only report on your screen, Vera switch to your printer
for a hard copy of the full report, and so forth, without returning
to the list of available reports.
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